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Double Kiss*** 6-10 10-13

Late Kiss*** 6-10 10-13

Neon Kiss*** 6-10 10-13

Royal Amaranth/Jan III Sobieski*** 6-10 10-13

Royal ButterflyPBR/Królowa 

JadwigaPBR***
6-10 10-13

Royal Lilac/Królowa Bona*** 6-10 10-13

Royal CandyPBR/Bolesław ChrobryPBR*** 6-10 10-13

Royal RedPBR/Władysław  JagiełłoPBR*** 6-10 10-13

Royal RosyPBR/Władysław ŁokietekPBR*** 5-8 7-10

Royal Scarlet/Kazimierz Wielki*** 6-10 10-13

Royal VioletPBR/Kazimierz 

OdnowicielPBR***
6-10 10-13

Catawb. Grandiflorum*** 6-10 10-13

Cunningham`s White 6-10 10-13

Roseum Elegans*** 6-10 10-13

RHODO KISS COLLECTION

ROYAL RHODODENDRON COLLECTION

RHODODENDRON HYBRIDS

Variety

Multipot trays (40pot) Plants 
with 2 or more branches

C1 container 

Plants with 3 or more 
branches

Height 
[cm]

OFFER FOR YOUNG PLANTS
SPRING 2022

MATERIAL PROPAGATED WITH MICRO-CUTTING METHOD

I – very good branching plants; II – regular branching plants; III – slow or difficult growing plants

Price € 
less than 
5000 pcs.

Price € 
more than 
5000 pcs.

Height 
[cm]

Price  € 
more than 

10.000 pcs.

C1 container 

Plants with 3 or more 
branches

Height 
[cm]

Price € less 
than 10.000 

pcs.

Variety

Multipot trays (40pot) Plants 
with 2 or more branches

Price € less 
than 10.000 

pcs.

Price  € 
more than 

10.000 pcs.

Height 
[cm]

Price € 
less than 
5000 pcs.

Price € 
more than 
5000 pcs.

Flower

amaranth with yellow spot

pink with brown-red spot

violet with light brown spot

sugary-pink

red

pink

red with yellow and brown 
spot

pink with light brown spot

Flower

dark pink

pink

neon-red

Plants with 3 or more 
branches

Height 
[cm]

Price € less 
than 10.000 

pcs.

Price  € 
more than 

10.000 pcs.

Height 
[cm]

Price € 
less than 
5000 pcs.

Price € 
more than 
5000 pcs.

light lilac

white

pink

0,96 0,93 2,06 2,00

0,96 0,93 2,06 2,00

0,87 0,83 1,84 1,78

PRICE- GROUP I

Variety Flower

Multipot trays (40pot) Plants 
with 2 or more branches

C1 container 

*** Plants avalible from autumn 2022
**Of around 30% plants in multipot trays with 1 branch. Of around 50% plants in C1 Container with 2 branches.
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Abendsonne 6-10 10-13

Alfred*** 6-10 10-13

Ann Lindsay*** 6-10 10-13

Azurro*** 6-10 10-13

Bernstein*** 6-10 10-13

Blutopia*** 6-10 10-13

Brasilia*** 6-10 10-13

Brigitte*** 6-10 10-13

Calsap 6-10 10-13

Catawb. Album*** 6-10 10-13

Cherry Cheesecake*** NOVELTY! 6-10 10-13

Danuta***  NOVELTY! 6-10 10-13

Diadem*** 6-10 10-13

Dotella***  NOVELTY! 6-10 10-13

Dr.H.C.Dresselhuys*** 6-10 10-13

Erato®**/*** 6-10 10-13

Eskimo**/*** 6-10 10-13

Francesca**/*** 6-10 10-13

Germania® 6-10 10-13

Haaga**/*** 5-8 7-10

Hachmann`s Feuerschein®** 6-10 10-13

Hellikki*** 6-10 10-13

Helsinki University*** 6-10 10-13

Humboldt*** 5-8 7-10

Lachsgold*** 6-10 10-13

Libretto 6-10 10-13

Mieszko I*** 6-10 10-13

Nova Zembla*** 6-10 10-13

P.J.M. Elite*** 6-10 10-13

Pearce`s American Beauty*** 6-10 10-13

Peter Alan*** 6-10 10-13

Pfauenauge®*** 6-10 10-13

Pohjola’s Daughter*** 6-10 10-13

Polarnacht*** 6-10 10-13

Prof. Horst Robenek 5-8 7-10

Purple Splendour*** 6-10 10-13

Purpureum Grandiflorum*** 6-10 10-13

Rasputin*** 6-10 10-13

Red Jack 6-10 10-13

Sternzauber 6-10 10-13

Taragona 5-8 7-10

Torero®**/*** 6-10 10-13

Van Weerden Poelman 6-10 10-13

Von Oheimb Woislovitz 6-10 10-13

PRICE- GROUP II

Variety Flower

Multipot trays (40pot) Plants 
with 2 or more branches

C1 container 

Plants with 3 or more 
branches

Height 
[cm]

Price € less 
than 10.000 

pcs.

Price  € 
more than 

10.000 pcs.

Height 
[cm]

Price € 
less than 
5000 pcs.

Price € 
more than 
5000 pcs.

orange-red

violet

white-red

violet

light cream-brown

violet

orange-pink

cream-pink

white with eyelet

white

pink with eyelet

red

dark red

white

dark red

red

red

dark pink

violet

light pink

light pink

dark pink

dark pink

dark red

pink-purple

light pink

light pink

cream-yellow

violet

deep violet

light pink

violet

light violet

violet with eyelet

red

pink

dark red

red

red

pink

white-red

light pink

red

I – very good branching plants; II – regular branching plants; III – slow or difficult growing plants

violet-pink

0,94 0,91 1,92 1,86

*** Plants avalible from autumn 2022
**Of around 30% plants in multipot trays with 1 branch. Of around 50% plants in C1 Container with 2 branches.
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Brisanz 6-10 10-13
Busuki***      6-10 10-13
Cheer***              5-8 7-10

Goldkrone® 5-8 7-10

Hachmann`s Charmant®*** 6-10 10-13
Kabarett**/*** 6-10 10-13
Kali*** 6-10 10-13
Lugano*** 6-10 10-13

Orangina*** 6-10 10-13

Schneeauge 6-10 10-13

Blurettia 5-8 7-10
Hoppy*** 5-8 7-10
Percy Wiseman*** 5-8 7-10

Astrid 5-8 7-10

BikoPBR*** 5-8 7-10
Bohlken`s Lupinenberg 5-8 7-10
Bohlken's Lupinenberg Laguna*** 5-8 7-10
Caroline Allbrook 5-8 7-10
Excelsior*** 5-8 7-10
Fantastica 5-8 7-10
Golden Torch 5-8 7-10
Kalinka*** 5-8 7-10
Lumina*** 5-8 7-10
Schneekrone*** 5-8 7-10
Schneewitchen*** 5-8 7-10
Sneezy 5-8 7-10

white

violet

violet

lilly-pink

light pink

dark pink

cream-pink  

pink

Height 
cm

Price  € 
less than 
5000 pcs.

Price  € 
more than 
5000 pcs.

Plants with 3 or more 
branches

RHODODENDRON YAKUSHIMANUM 

Multipot trays (40pot) Plants 
with 2 or more branches

Variety

Multipot trays (40pot) Plants 
with 2 or more branches

PRICE GROUP II

Height 
cm

Variety
Price  € 

less than 
10.000 pcs.

Price  € 
more than 

10.000 pcs.

Height 
[cm]

Price  € 
more than 

10.000 pcs.

C1 container 

PRICE GROUP III

Height 
[cm]

PRICE - GROUP III

Price € 
more than 
5000 pcs.

Price € 
less than 
5000 pcs.

C1 container 

Price € less 
than 10.000 

pcs.

Plants with 3 or more 
branches

red

red

light pink

yellow

red-white

pink with eyelet

Flower

dark purple-red

violet-pink

light orange

white with eyelet

Flower

blue-pink

white

cream

red

pink

white

pink

pink

0,96 0,93 2,06 2,00

0,94 0,91 1,92 1,86

0,96 0,93 2,06 2,00

*** Plants avalible from autumn 2022
**Of around 30% plants in multipot trays with 1 branch. Of around 50% plants in C1 Container with 2 branches.
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Baden Baden 5-8 7-10
Bengal 5-8 7-10
Scarlet Wonder 5-8 7-10

Claudius 6-10 10-13
Gartendirektor Glocker*** 5-8 7-10

RHODODENDRON WILLIAMSIANUM 

PRICE GROUP II

 RHODODENDRON REPENS

Plants with 3 or more 
branches

Price € 
more than 
10000 pcs.

Price € less 
than 10.000 

pcs.

Variety
Price € 

less than 
5000 pcs.

Price € 
more than 
5000 pcs.

Height 
cm

Height 
cm

Multipot trays (40pot) Plants 
with 2 or more branches

C1 container 

pink

pink-red

Flower

scarlet red

scarlet red

scarlet red

Flower

PRICE GROUP II

C1 container 

Plants with 3 or more 
branches

Height 
cm

Height 
cm

 Price € 
more than 
10000 pcs.

Price € 
more than 
5000 pcs.

Variety

Multipot trays (40pot) Plants 
with 2 or more branches

Price € less 
than 10000 

pcs.

Price € 
less than 
5000 pcs.

1,86

0,94 0,91 1,92 1,86

0,94 0,91 1,92

*** Plants avalible from autumn 2022
**Of around 30% plants in multipot trays with 1 branch. Of around 50% plants in C1 Container with 2 branches.
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Anneke*** yellow 12-17 12-18 1,20 1,14
Cannon`s Double*** pink 12-17 12-18 1,20 1,14
Cecile light pink 12-17
Chanel*** light pink 12-17 12-18 1,20 1,14
Csardas*** light orange 12-17
Doloroso dark red 12-17
Feuerwerk*** red 12-17
Gibraltar*** orange 12-17 12-18 1,20 1,14
Glowing Embers*** orange 12-17
Golden Lights*** yellow 12-17 12-18 1,20 1,14
Golden Sunset*** yellow orange 12-17
Homebush dark pink 12-17 12-18 1,20 1,14
Juanita dark pink 12-17
Klondyke yellow-orange 12-17
Mandarin Lights orange 12-17 12-18 1,20 1,14
Nabucco dark pink 12-17 12-18 1,20 1,14
Northern Hi-Lights*** yellow 12-17 12-18 1,20 1,14
Oxydol white with yellow eyelet 12-17
Parkfeuer red 12-17
Persil*** white with yellow eyelet 12-17
Rosy Lights*** pink 12-17 12-18 1,20 1,14
Sarina*** pink 12-17
Satomi*** bright pink 12-17 12-18 1,20 1,14
Schneegold*** white with yellow eyelet 12-17 12-18 1,20 1,14
Silver Slipper*** white 12-17 12-18 1,20 1,14
Spek’s Orange orange 12-17 12-18 1,20 1,14
Sunte Nectarine*** yellow 12-17 1,20 1,14
Tunis*** pink orange 12-17 12-18 1,20 1,14

P9 container available for pre-ordering. 

AZALEA 

P9 container

Plants with 2 or more branches

Height 
[cm]

Price € less 
than 5000 

pcs.

Price € 
more than 
5000 pcs.

Variety
Price € less 
than 10000 

pcs.

Price € more 
than 10000 

pcs.

Colour

Multipot trays (40 pot)

Plants with 2 or more branches

Height 
[cm]

0,82 0,79

*** Plants available from autumn 2021
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10-15 12-18
10-15 12-18
10-15 12-18

Varieties produced under license: AinoPBR, AlvarPBR, ArtoPBR, JormaPBR                   

AinoPBR***                           10-15 12-18

AlvarPBR***            10-15 12-18

ArtoPBR***             10-15 12-18
JormaPBR*** 10-15 12-18

Aurora PBR

Draper PBR***
Liberty PBR***

Varieties Aurora, Draper and Liberty in 2,5 litre container are offered for plantations only. These varieties are protected by breeders
license which belongs to Michigan State University (Aurora - CPVR 23937, Draper - CPVR 23938, Liberty - CPVR 23939).
Royalty fee is 0,50 EUR. 

Variety

Multipot trays (40 pot) P9 container

Plants with 2 or more branches Plants with 2 or more branches

Height [cm]
Price € less 
than 10000 

pcs.

Price € more 
than 10000 

pcs.
Height [cm]

Price € less 
than 5000 

pcs.

Price € more 
than 5000 

pcs.

1,43

BLUEBERRY
(Vaccinium corymbosum)

All our mother microcuttings are proved to be virus-free according to laboratory examination.                        
We conduct genetic comparative tests for variety genuineness. 

The blueberry plants are very well rooted, hardened off and well-branched from the very plant shoot. Bushes are produced by the micro-

cutting method developed in our nursery. Frost hardiness follows Brazelton 2000.

VARIETIES PRODUCED UNDER LICENSE:

P9 container available for pre-ordering.

PATIO BLUEBERRIES

The most important feature of Patio Blueberries is high frost resistance - they can be easily grown on terraces and balconies.
These plants can survive winter in a container if properly protected, however it is recommended to keep them in a cold garage
or basement. Very abundant fructification and compact form - grow up to about 1,5 m high are the unique properties of Pation
Blueberries. The size of fruits differs depending on the variety and ranges from 1 to 1,5 cm. The material in the varieties Aino, Alvar,
Arto, Jorma is offered exclusively and covered by Natural Reousorces Institute Finland (LUKE) breeder's license. The price includes a
license fee 0,33 EUR 

Variety

Multipot trays (40 pot) P9 container

Plants with 2 or more branches Plants with 2 or more branches

Height [cm]
Price € less 
than 10000 

pcs.

Price € more 
than 10000 

pcs.
Height [cm]

Price € less 
than 5000 

pcs.

Price € more 
than 5000 

pcs.

(Vaccinium corymbosum x Vaccinium angustifolium)

1,38 1,69 1,63

1,26 1,21 1,52 1,46

*** Plants available from autumn 2022
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Bluecrop 10-15 12-18 15-25
Bluegold*** 10-15 12-18 15-25
Bluejay*** 10-15 12-18 15-25
Bluetta*** 10-15 12-18 15-25

Bonifacy*** 10-15 12-18 15-25

Bonus*** 10-15 12-18 15-25
Brigitta*** 10-15 12-18 15-25
Chandler*** 10-15 12-18 15-25

Chanticleer 10-15 12-18 15-25
Darrow*** 10-15 12-18 15-25
Duke*** 10-15 12-18 15-25
Earliblue*** 10-15 12-18 15-25
Elizabeth 10-15 12-18 15-25
Elliott*** 10-15 12-18 15-25
Goldtraube*** 10-15 12-18 15-25
Hardyblue*** 10-15 12-18 15-25

Meader 10-15 12-18 15-25

Nelson 10-15 12-18 15-25
North Country*** 10-15 12-18 15-25
Northblue*** 10-15 12-18 15-25
Northland*** 10-15 12-18 15-25
Patriot*** 10-15 12-18 15-25
Sierra*** 10-15 12-18 15-25
Spartan 10-15 12-18 15-25
Toro 10-15 12-18 15-25

Transport cost is not included in plants prices.

BLUEBERRIES
(Vaccinium corymbosum)

C1 container

Plants with 2 or more branches

Price € 
less than 
5000 pcs.

Price € 
more than 
5000 pcs.

Variety

Multipot trays (40 pot) P9 container

Plants with 2 or more branches

Height 
[cm]

Price € 
less than 

10000 
pcs.

Price € 
more than 

10000 
pcs.

Height 
[cm]

Price € 
less than 
5000 pcs.

Price € 
more than 
5000 pcs.

Orders should be placed by the end of November

Plants with 2 or more branches

0,93 0,88 1,19 1,13 1,78 1,72

Height 
[cm]

P9 container available for pre-ordering.

*** Plants available from autumn 2021
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE: 

Prices given in Pricelist are wholesale prices 

and valid only in case of orders over 500 €, 

5 pcs of each variety minimum. Concerning 

young plants, 40 pcs of each variety 

minimum. The price for nursery plants does 

not include transportation costs. 

The following discounts are available: 

5% - orders of 500-1300 € 

10% - orders of 1300- 2500 € 

15% - orders  over 2500 € 

 

2%- payment in cash or by money transfer 

within 7 days 

Maximum available discount is 17%. 

Discount are determined individually to each 

order, independent from previous orders. The 

discounts do not cover young plants. 

 

Working hours of our office: 

weekdays 

March, April, May, September, October: 

7.00 a.m. till 4.00 p.m. 

other months: 7.00 a.m. till 3.00 p.m. 

Saturdays: 7.00 a.m. till 1.00 p.m. 

Apart from Polish, our personnel speaks also 

English, German and Russian. 

 

TERMS OF PAYMENT 

Payment can be made in cash or by bank 

transfer, within 30 days from the date of 

delivery. In case of the first transaction cash 

payment or 100% prepayment by money 

transfer is required. 

 

TERMS OF TRANSPORTATION 

Transportation shall be arranged by Supplier 

or Customer. 

The plants are shipped on CC trolleys or 

wooden box-pallets. Full lorry contains 40 CC 

trolleys or 52 wooden box-pallets. 

The costs of return of CC trolleys to the 

Supplier of plant material, are carried by the 

Customer. The return is possible through 

Container Centralen. 

Wooden pallets remain Customer’s property. 

The cost of wooden pallets should be added to 

the price of plants. One wooden pallet costs 

35 EUR (size 1,20 x 1,00 x 1,10 meter). 

 

Transportation of young plants on pallets in 

PVC boxes. 

Plants are packed in PVC boxes. One box holds 

one multipot. One multipot contains 40 

plants. One pallet includes max 65 pcs of PVC 

boxes - 13 levels of 5 boxes – 2600 plants in 

total. PVC crates remain Customer’s property. 

One PVC box cost 2,50 EUR The cost of PVC 

boxes should be added to the price of plants. 

Transportation of young plants in multipot 

trays 

Transport on CC trolleys. One multipot tray 

contains 40 plants. Each shelf on CC trolley 

contains 3 multipot trays. One CC trolley 

contains 11 levels containing 1320 plants. 

 

Quantities of plants on CC trolleys and in wooden box-pallets. 

 
Assortment 

 
Container 

Quantity of 

plants on a CC 

shelf 

Quantity of 

levels on CC 

trolley 

 

Quantity of plants 

on a CC trolley 

Quantity of 

plants in a 

wooden pallet 

Rhododendron C1 45 6 270 500 

C5 17 3 51 60 

C10 10 3 30 25 

C15 8 2 16 20 

C35 3 2 6 4 

Azalea P9 84 5 420 1000 

C5 17 3 51 50 

Blueberry P9 84 5 420 1000 

C1 45 5 225 700 

C2,5 28 3 84 230 

C5 17 2 34 60 

Other ericaceous plants C1 45 6 270 500 

C2,5 28 5 140 230 

C5 17 3 51 60 

Conifers C5 17 3 51 50-60 

 

 

 

  

 



 

 

General commercial terms and conditions of the Seller 
in force at (Cieplucha nursery): 
Gospodarstwo Szkółkarskie Jan Ciepłucha, 
Gospodarstwo Szkółkarskie Anna Ciepłucha-Kowalska, 
Gospodarstwo Szkółkarskie Krzysztof Kowalski, 

 

General provisions 
1. The present terms and conditions are an integral part of all and any 

contracts and/or agreements concluded by the Seller, including contracts of 
sale, deliveries, communications, arrangements, etc. The present terms 
and conditions come into force upon conclusion of a civil law contract or 
issuance of a bill, which is confirmed by the Buyer by way of their signature 
affixed on such contract or bill. 

2. All and any changes to the present terms and conditions must be made in 
writing or else shall be null and void. 

3. Orders for nursery material may be placed in person, via mail, fax or e-mail. 
Orders are completed on the “first-come, first-served” basis. 

Offers and conclusion of contracts: 
1. Only an ORDER signed and sent via scanned document, fax, or post shall 

to the Seller shall be binding for both parties of the agreement. 
2. Each client placing an order in a given season for total amount exceeding: 

- PLN 30 000,00 for nursery material 
- PLN 10 000,00 for highbush blueberry 

shall pay deposit in the amount of 30% the value of ordered commodities. 
The deposit shall be paid in cash or via bank transfer onto account 
provided by the Seller on order printing within 7 business days from the day 
of order placement. 

3. The deposit shall be settled on the account of sell price. In case of 
resigning from the order or non-performance of the agreement by the 
Buyer, the deposit shall not be returned. Unless the Seller shall consent to 
Buyer's resignation from placed order. 

4. Natural disasters shall not consist non-performance of the agreement by 
the Seller who shall not be obligated to return the deposit in double. 

5.  Change of the quantity or the type of ordered commodities shall require 
written or e-mail consent of the Seller. 

6. Change in quantity or the type of ordered commodities without required 
consent of the Seller shall be ineffective in regard to the provisions of the 
agreement, i.e. the Seller shall receive the entire order within agreed period 
and pay the price. 

7. Change in the quantity or the type of ordered commodities and price, and 
the paid deposit shall be settled on the account of the price. 

8. Non-collection of the commodities within agreed period and 
non-payment shall authorize the Seller to request payment and collection 
of commodities by the Buyer or exercise rights provided in General sales 
conditions, i.e. agreement realization - point 6. 

Prices: 
1. Prices for the goods sold shall apply in as per the Price List. 
2. The amounts stated in the Price List are net prices, exclusive of VAT. 
3. The Seller reserve the right to change the prices during the season. 
4. The price for nursery plants does not include transport cost in case of sales 

outside Poland. 
5. The Price List remains in force until publication of a new Price List. 
6. Prices given in Pricelist are wholesale prices and valid only in case of order 

over 500 ER, 5 pcs of each variety minimum. 
7.  Customers issuing VAT RR invoices receive a delivery note. The prices 

stated in the delivery note are net price to which VAT tax should be added 
(in accordance with the act of 11.03.2004 an Value Added Tax) 

Discounts: 
1. The discounts do not cover young plants. 
2. The following discounts: 

5% - orders of 2000-5000 PLN. 
10% - order of 5000-10000 PLN. 
15% orders over 10000 PLN. 

additional discount: 
2% - payment in cash or prepayment by money transfer 
5% - own transport (only for transport in Poland) 

Payment: 
1. 100% pre-payment for goods is required at the time the order is placed. 
2. In case of all sales in Poland: 

- payment for the purchased goods must be made in cash upon 
delivery or collection of the goods. 

- if payment is not made in cash as described in point 1, payment for 
purchased goods by bank transfer within 30 days since the date of 
the invoice being issued is allowed. In case of the first transaction 
cash payment or 100% prepayment by money transfer is required. 

3. In case of default in payment, the Seller shall be entitled to charge 
contractual interest. The amount of contractual interest per annum shall be 
equal to the four-fold Lombard interest rate of the National Bank of Poland. 

4. Breach of the terms of payment or occurrence of circumstances which raise 
doubts as regards solvency and reliability of the Buyer shall result in 
immediate maturity of all receivables. In such event, the Seller shall have 
the right to rescind all contracts not yet performed. 

Performance of a contract: 
1. In case of natural disasters such as drought, freezing weather, hail or other 

unpredictable circumstances not attributable to the Seller (Force Majeure), 
the term of delivery shall be extended by the period of duration of such an 
obstacle. Where as a result of the aforesaid circumstances delivery should 
become impossible, the Seller shall be relieved from the obligation to 
deliver. The Buyer shall not be entitled to claim compensation on this 
account. 

2. Contractually agreed delivery terms shall be treated as approximate. 
3. In the event that stock of the given type runs out, the order will be 

completed by the Seller by replacing the missing varieties and sorting items 
with others of similar parameters, unless the Buyer expressly prohibits such 
replacement. 

4. Where goods are ordered with delivery and the amount of goods does not 
exhaust the loading capacity of the delivery vehicle, the Seller shall 
combine orders placed by different Buyers and dispatch them jointly upon 
full exhaustion of the loading capacity of the delivery vehicle. 

5. Should a Buyer who has not paid the purchase price fail to collect the 
goods on the agreed date, the Seller shall have the right to sell the goods 

to a third party at any price set at their discretion without previously calling 
upon the Buyer to collect the goods. 

6. Should a Buyer who has paid the purchase price fail to collect the goods on 
the agreed date, they shall be obliged to cover the cost of storage of the 
goods. The Seller shall also have the right to sell the goods in the name of 
the Buyer; however, they shall first set an additional term for the Buyer to 
collect the goods, unless setting such term is not possible or the goods are 
in risk of being spoilt, or otherwise there is risk of damage. The Seller shall 
be obliged to notify such sale without delay to the Buyer (art. 551 § 2 of 
Polish Civil Code) 

Reservation of ownership: 
1. The Seller reserves the right of ownership of the subject of sale until 

payment of the price by the Buyer. 
2. Upon handover of the goods, the risk of loss of or damage to the subject of 

sale shall pass to the Buyer. 
3. The Seller shall not forfeit the right of ownership of reserved goods due to 

the fact that, upon the sale, the Buyer should bury or plant the plants 
(goods) on their own or someone else’s land. Reserved goods must be 
stored, buried or planted separately from other plants and marked so that 
they are recognizable as originating from the Seller. The Buyer shall be 
obliged to take care of the reserved goods free of charge. The obligation of 
care includes in particular: proper storage, planting, fertilization and 
watering. 

4. Should the Buyer sell reserved goods upon processing, combining or 
mixing the same with other goods which are not the property of the Seller, 
the Seller shall be entitled to a share in co-ownership of such new goods in 
proportion identical to that of the value of the reserved good to the value of 
the other goods processed during such processing, combining or mixing 
(art. 193 § 1 of Polish Civil Code). 

5. In the event of lack of payment within the agreed term, the Seller shall have 
the right to demand immediate handover of the goods. 

6. In the event that the subject of sale is recovered from the Buyer (due to 
lack of payment of the price), the Seller may claim proper remuneration for 
impairment or damage. 

Models and dimensions: 
1. Models of goods demonstrate average properties. Dimensions stated are 

given as approximations. Deviations from presented models are permitted. 
Delivery: 
1. Delivery is considered performed at the moment when the goods leave the 

limits of the Seller’s nursery or are loaded onto the Buyer’s means of 
transport. 

2. Transport insurance is taken out exclusively at an express request of the 
Buyer and at their cost. 

Guarantees: 
1. The Seller grants a quality guarantee, therefore takes responsibility for good 

health and vitality of the plants at the time of sales. 
2. The warranty shall not apply in case of improper handling of plants. Improper 

handling of plants shall be construed as selection of inappropriate soil, 
inappropriate watering, improperly selected stand, contrary to growing 
requirements of a given plant. 

3. The warranty shall not apply plants damaged by adverse weather conditions 
affecting the vitality of the plants, such a frost, drought, hail, flooding and 
others. 

Complaints: 
1. Any possible defects in the sold goods must be notified immediately, but in 

any case no later than within 21 days. Any shortages found must be 
notified to the Seller in writing and attach  pictures of claimed materials. 

2. In case of a defect, the buyer has the right at his own discretion to demand 
a replacement for a defect-free. or other at the same price, If this demand is 
not possible to meet, the refund of the price paid. 

3. In exercising its rights under the guarantee, the Buyer should deliver 
the item at the guarantor's expense to the place indicated in the guarantee 
or to the place where the item was delivered when the guarantee was 
granted, unless it follows from the circumstances that the defect should be 
removed at the place where the item is located at the time when the defect 
is revealed. 

4. The Seller shall be exempt from liability on account of warranty where the 
Buyer was aware of the defect upon handover of the goods, as well as the 
Buyer has thrown away or disposed the goods. In that case the complaint 
will not be considered. 

5. It is not allowed to accept the goods by the Buyer so called ‘objection’. 
6. Further sale of the goods by the Buyer excludes the right to submit 

complaints vis a vis the Seller. Filing of a complaint shall not invalidate 
acceptance or the obligation to pay the purchase price for the purchased 
goods in accordance with the terms stipulated in the purchase document. 

7. The Seller is exempt from the liability of the warranty.  This rule does not  
apply when the Buyer is a Consumer as well. 

8. In the event of non-performance or improper performance of the contract, the 
Seller  shall  be  liable  to the Buyer for the loss  suffered by  the  Customer, 
excluding lost profits and taking into account GUARANTEE provisions. 

9. The seller is liable only for damage caused intentionally. 
Place of performance and court competence in the light of location: 
1. The place of performance of the liability shall be Konstantynów Łódzki or 

Rzesznikowo, Rymań. 
2. The parties shall attempt to resolve any disputes amicably; if no agreement 

is reached, the court competent for resolution of the dispute shall be the 
court of law proper in the light of the Seller’s seat. 

3. The general terms and conditions have been prepared in Polish, English, 
and Russian languages. In case of disputes, the Polish version of these 
General Terms and Conditions of Purchase shall apply. 

4. The parties of any agreements, contracts or orders shall be bound by the 
Polish language version of terms and conditions hereby unless all parties 
agree otherwise. 

5. The governing law shall be Polish law. 
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OFFER SPRING 2022

0,95 0,9 0,85

500-1300 euro 1300-2500 euro over 2500 euro

Discount 5 % Discount 10 % Discount 15 %

5/exI++ 7,45 7,08 6,70 6,33

5/exI+ 7,20 6,84 6,50 6,17

5/exI 6,75 6,41 6,08 5,74

5/exII 6,30 5,99 5,67 5,36

10/exI/ 15ex/I 15,10 14,35 13,59 12,84

10/exII/15 exII 14,00 13,30 12,60 11,90

35/exI+ 55,90 53,11 50,31 47,52

35/exI 51,50 48,93 46,35 43,78

35/exII 46,65 44,32 41,99 39,65

5/exI+ 7,30 6,94 6,57 6,21

5/exI 7,20 6,84 6,48 6,12

5/exII 6,80 6,46 6,12 5,78

10/exI /10/exI 16,05 15,25 14,45 13,64

10/exII /15/exII 14,70 13,97 13,23 12,50

35/exI+ 58,20 55,29 52,38 49,47

35/exI 53,50 50,83 48,15 45,48

35/exII 48,90 46,46 44,01 41,57

5/exI+ 8,00 7,60 7,20 6,80

5/exI 7,90 7,51 7,11 6,72

5/exII 7,45 7,08 6,71 6,33

5/exIP 6,75 6,41 6,08 5,74

10/exI/15/exI 16,65 15,82 14,99 14,15

10/exII/15/exII 14,95 14,20 13,46 12,71

5/exI 10,10 9,60 9,09 8,59

5/exI 13,60 12,92 12,24 11,56
Pa 40 5/exI 18,55 17,62 16,70 15,77
Pa 60 5/exI 21,10 20,05 18,99 17,94
Pa 80 5/exI 23,70 22,52 21,33 20,15
Pa 100 5/exI 26,25 24,94 23,63 22,31
Pa 120 5/exI 28,85 27,41 25,97 24,52
Pa 40 10/exI 24,70 23,47 22,23 21,00
Pa 60 10/exI 28,30 26,89 25,47 24,06
Pa 80 10/exI 31,90 30,31 28,71 27,12
Pa 100 10/exI 35,55 33,77 32,00 30,22

90-1000 90/exI
5/exI+ 6,05 5,75 5,445 5,14
5/exI 5,55 5,27 5,00 4,72
5/exII 5,15 4,89 4,64 4,38
15/exI 13,30 12,64 11,97 11,31
15/exII 11,85 11,26 10,67 10,07

1 1/I 2,90 2,76 2,61 2,47
2,5 2,5/exI 4,20 3,99 3,78 3,57
1 1/I 2,50 2,38 2,25 2,13

2,5 2,5/exI 3,70 3,52 3,33 3,15
1 1/I 2,30 2,19 2,07 1,96
1 1/I 2,50 2,38 2,25 2,13

2,5 2,5/I 3,40 3,23 3,06 2,89
5 5/I 6,50 6,18 5,85 5,53

2,5 2,5/I 4,10 3,90 3,69 3,49
5/I 6,20 5,89 5,58 5,27
5/II 5,55 5,27 5,00 4,72

15 15/I 7,75 7,36 6,98 6,59
40-80 cm 10,30 9,79 9,27 8,76
80-120 cm 11,55 10,97 10,40 9,82

120-160 cm 12,75 12,11 11,48 10,84
160-200 cm 14,00 13,30 12,60 11,90

>200 cm 15,25 14,49 13,73 12,96
40-80 cm 13,40 12,73 12,06 11,39
80-120 cm 14,60 13,87 13,14 12,41

120-160 cm 15,85 15,06 14,27 13,47
160-200 cm 17,10 16,25 15,39 14,54

>200 cm 18,35 17,43 16,52 15,60

AZALEA

LEUCOTHOE,  PIERIS 

ERICACEAE

Wholesale prices €

5

JAPANESE AZALEA, DWARF RHODODENDRON

GAULTHERIA PROCUMBENS

LARGE RHODODENDRONS DIGGED FROM THE FIELD

Japanese Azalea -new Czech serie

MAGNOLIAS

35

10

10/15

OFFER FOR FINAL PLANTS

PRICE LIST SPRING 2022

container 
(l)

Symbol

from 68 to 365 euro

PRICE up to 
500 euro

10

5

15

10/15

Genus

FINNISH RHODODENDRON/                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
RHODO KISS/                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

CZECH COLLECTION/                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
MUSIC COLLECTION

5

RHODO ELITE                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
*Price depends on variety

5

5

5

RHODODENDRON 

5

ROYAL RHODODENDRON

5

35

10/15

ANDROMEDA, EMPETRUM NIGRUM, 
KALMIA ANGUSTIFOLIA 

RHODODENDRON -                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
grafted on stem
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500-1300 euro 1300-2500 euro over 2500 euro

Discount 5 % Discount 10 % Discount 15 %

5 5/I 15,00 14,25 13,54 12,86

2 2/I 3,30 3,14 2,98 2,83

5 5/I 6,30 5,99 5,69 5,40

2 2/I 2,25 2,14 2,03 1,93

5 5/I 4,00 3,80 3,61 3,43

5 Pa 60 7,90 7,51 7,13 6,77

5 Pa 80 8,20 7,79 7,40 7,03

2,5 60-80 5,60 5,32 5,05 4,80

5 5/I 5,60 5,32 5,05 4,80

2,5 2,5/I 3,20 3,04 2,89 2,74

5 5/I 6,30 5,99 5,69 5,40

2,5 5/I 3,10 2,95 2,80 2,66

15 15/I 7,95 7,55 7,17 6,82

2,5 30-40 3,50 3,33 3,16 3,00

40-60 3,90 3,71 3,51 3,32

60-80 4,45 4,23 4,02 3,82

80-100 5,15 4,89 4,65 4,42

100-120 5,90 5,61 5,32 5,06

120-140 6,50 6,18 5,87 5,57

60-40 6,80 6,46 6,14 5,83

80-100 7,40 7,03 6,68 6,34

100-120 8,15 7,74 7,36 6,99

2,5/I 3,00 2,85 2,70 2,55

2,5/II 2,75 2,61 2,48 2,34

5/I 4,90 4,66 4,41 4,17

5/II 4,65 4,42 4,19 3,95

15 15/I 15,10 14,35 13,59 12,84

35 35/I 20,20 19,19 18,18 17,17

5/I 6,20 5,89 5,58 5,27

5/II 5,65 5,37 5,09 4,80

1 1/I 2,50 2,38 2,25 2,13

2,5 2,5/I 3,70 3,52 3,33 3,15

2,5 2,5/I 2,40 2,28 2,16 2,04

5 5/I 4,45 4,23 4,01 3,78

1 1/I 1,55 1,47 1,40 1,32

2,5 2,5/I 2,30 2,19 2,07 1,96

5 5/I 2,90 2,76 2,61 2,47

1 1/I 2,30 2,19 2,07 1,96

40-50 cm 5,35 5,08 4,82 4,55

30-40 cm 4,90 4,66 4,41 4,17

60-80 cm 5,90 5,61 5,31 5,02

100-120 cm 6,90 6,56 6,21 5,87

120-140 cm 7,20 6,84 6,48 6,12

140-160 cm 7,70 7,32 6,93 6,55

160-180 cm 8,15 7,74 7,34 6,93

5

Symbol

HYDRANGEA PANICULATA

container (l)Genus

CHAENOMELES, COTONEASTER  Pa, 
VIBURNUM

SERVICEBERRY

5

LINGONBERRY,CRANBERRY

BLUEBERRY,

FRUIT PLANTS

SYRINGA 

PATIO BLUEBERRY 5

2,5

BLUE HONEYSUCKLE - other varieties

2,5

5

OFFER FOR FINAL PLANTS

BLUE HON. 'Wojtek', 'Zojka'

Wholesale prices €

ELAEAGNUS MULTIFLORA

10

COTINUS 

ORNAMENTAL 
SHRUBS

GOJI BERRY

HYDRANGEA MACROPHYLLA 'DIVA FIORE'

HYDRANGEA PANICULATA 'LITTLE LIME'

ROSES IN CONTAINERS

EUONYMUS

PRICE LIST SPRING 2022

CORYLUS

PRICE up to 500 
euro
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OFFER SPRING 2021

500-1300 euro 1300-2500 euro over 2500 euro

Discount 5 % Discount 10 % Discount 15 %

9,80 9,31 8,82 8,33

10,30 9,79 9,27 8,76

10,80 10,26 9,72 9,18

11,85 11,26 10,67 10,07

12,90 12,26 11,61 10,97

13,90 13,21 12,51 11,82

12,90 12,26 11,61 10,97

14,45 13,73 13,01 12,28

15,45 14,68 13,91 13,13

18,00 17,10 16,20 15,30

20,60 19,57 18,54 17,51

23,20 22,04 20,88 19,72

Pa 40 13,40 12,73 12,06 11,39

Pa 60 15,95 15,15 14,36 13,56

Pa 80 18,65 17,72 16,79 15,85

Pa 100 21,30 20,24 19,17 18,11

Pa 40 21,30 20,24 19,17 18,11

Pa 60 26,45 20,24 23,81 22,48

Pa 80 26,45 25,13 23,81 22,48

Bonsai 26,45 25,13 23,81 22,48

Pa 40 8,20 7,79 7,38 6,97

Pa 60 10,25 9,74 9,23 8,71

Pa 80 12,15 11,54 10,94 10,33

Pa 100 14,20 13,49 12,78 12,07

Pa 120 15,70 14,92 14,13 13,35

Pa 140 17,40 16,53 15,66 14,79

Pa 160 17,90 17,01 16,11 15,22

Pa 40 10,30 9,79 9,27 8,76

Pa 60 12,65 12,02 11,39 10,75

Pa 80 14,50 13,78 13,05 12,33

80-100 cm 5 5/I 5,90 5,61 5,31 5,02

140-160 cm 8,85 8,41 7,97 7,52

160-180 cm 9,80 9,31 8,82 8,33

180-200 cm 10,90 10,36 9,81 9,27

220-240 cm 13,30 12,64 11,97 11,31

100-120 cm 8,40 7,98 7,56 7,14

120-140 cm 12,15 11,54 10,94 10,33

100-120 cm 11,15 10,59 10,04 9,48

140-160 cm 13,40 12,73 12,06 11,39

160-180 cm 14,40 13,68 12,96 12,24

120-140 cm 10,50 9,98 9,45 8,93
140-160 cm 13,10 12,45 11,79 11,14
160-180 cm 15,35 14,58 13,82 13,05
180-200 cm 18,10 17,20 16,29 15,39
200-220 cm 20,50 19,48 18,45 17,43
120-140 cm 13,10 12,45 11,79 11,14
140-160 cm 15,35 14,58 13,82 13,05
160-180 cm 18,10 17,20 16,29 15,39
180-200 cm 20,50 19,48 18,45 17,43
200-220 cm 22,65 21,52 20,39 19,25
220-240 cm 25,45 24,18 22,91 21,63

<100 cm 2,05 1,95 1,85 1,74
>100 cm 2,60 2,47 2,34 2,21

180-300 cm 5 5/I 4,15 3,94 3,74 3,53
180-200 cm 10 10/I 6,20 5,89 5,58 5,27

80-100 cm 9,00 8,55 8,10 7,65

140-160 cm 13,05 12,40 11,75 11,09
LIQUIDAMBAR 5/l5

ABIES, PICEA,           
PINUS - price 

depending on the 
variety

20-160 cm 5 5/I

10/15

5/I5

10/I  15/l

10 / 15 10/l 15/I

OFFER FOR FINAL PLANTS

PRICE up to 
500 euro

BETULA

Wholesale prices €

2 2/l

5/I

10 10/l

PRICE LIST SPRING 2022

Genus
container 

(l)
Symbol

ABIES, PICEA,           
PINUS - price 

depending on the 
variety

40-180 cm

ABIES, PICEA,           
PINUS

CONIFERS 
GRAFTED 

AND 
GRAFTED ON 

STEM

5 5 l

METASEQUOIA METASEQUOIA 
7,5/10/15 7,5l / 10l/ 15l

METASEQUOIA 
'Goldrush'

5

LARIX

5 5/I

10 10/I

DECIDUOUS 
TREES AND 

SHRUBS

DECIDUOUS 
TREES AND 

SHRUBS

ACER                
CATALPA

10 10/l
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500-1300 euro 1300-2500 euro over 2500 euro

Discount 5 % Discount 10 % Discount 15 %

80-100 cm 10,50 9,98 9,45 8,93
100-120 cm 11,65 11,07 10,49 9,90
120-140 cm 12,80 12,16 11,52 10,88
140-160 cm 14,00 13,30 12,60 11,90
160-180 cm 15,15 14,39 13,64 12,88
180-200 cm 16,30 15,49 14,67 13,86
100-120 cm 14,00 13,30 12,60 11,90
120-140 cm 15,15 14,39 13,64 12,88
140-160 cm 16,30 15,49 14,67 13,86
160-180 cm 17,50 16,63 15,75 14,88
180-200 cm 18,65 17,72 16,79 15,85
200-220 cm 19,80 18,81 17,82 16,83
220-240 cm 21,00 19,95 18,90 17,85
240-260 cm 22,15 21,04 19,94 18,83

Pa 40 7,50 7,13 6,75 6,38
Pa 60 7,75 7,36 6,98 6,59
Pa 80 7,95 7,55 7,16 6,76
Pa 40 9,80 9,31 8,82 8,33

Pa 60 10,00 9,50 9,00 8,50

Pa 80 10,30 9,79 9,27 8,76
Pa 100 10,50 9,98 9,45 8,93

Pa 140 11,00 10,45 9,90 9,35

60-80 cm 5,80 5,51 5,22 4,93
80-100 cm 6,40 6,08 5,76 5,44
100-120 cm 7,00 6,65 6,30 5,95
120-140 cm 7,60 7,22 6,84 6,46
140-160 cm 8,15 7,74 7,34 6,93
160-180 cm 8,75 8,31 7,88 7,44
180-200 cm 9,40 8,93 8,46 7,99

Pa 40 7,75 7,36 6,98 6,59
Pa 60 10,90 10,36 9,81 9,27
Pa 80 13,30 12,64 11,97 11,31

40-60 cm 8,45 8,03 7,61 7,18

80-100 cm 10,90 10,36 9,81 9,27

100-120 cm 12,35 11,73 11,12 10,50
120-140 cm 13,80 13,11 12,42 11,73
140-160 cm 15,65 14,87 14,09 13,30
160-180 cm 17,70 16,82 15,93 15,05
180-200 cm 18,85 17,91 16,97 16,02
180-200 cm 10,90 10,36 9,81 9,27
140-160 cm 7,20 6,84 6,48 6,12
160-180 cm 8,35 7,93 7,52 7,10
180-200 cm 9,80 9,31 8,82 8,33
200-240 cm 10,90 10,36 9,81 9,27
80-100 cm 7,20 6,84 6,48 6,12
100-120 cm 8,55 8,12 7,70 7,27
120-140 cm 9,70 9,22 8,73 8,25
140-160 cm 10,90 10,36 9,81 9,27
160-180 cm 12,15 11,54 10,94 10,33
180-200 cm 13,40 12,73 12,06 11,39
200-220 cm 14,50 13,78 13,05 12,33
60-80 cm 2,5 2,5/I 4,50 4,28 4,05 3,83
80-100 cm 6,20 5,89 5,58 5,27
100-120 cm 7,70 7,32 6,93 6,55
100-120 cm 7,90 7,51 7,11 6,72
120-140 cm 9,00 8,55 8,10 7,65

Pa 60 9,40 8,93 8,46 7,99

Pa 120 10,60 10,07 9,54 9,01

CASTANEA

QUERCUS 5 5/I

Symbol

Wholesale prices €

PRICE up to 500 
euro

7,5/I 10/l

SORBUS 5

OFFER FOR FINAL PLANTS
PRICE LIST SPRING 2022

5/l

Genus

5

DECIDUOUS 
TREES AND 

SHRUBS

7,5/10

GINKGO   
varietes

FAGUS     
FRANGULA    

PTEROCARYA 
ULMUS

MALUS 
PRUNUS

5

container (l)

5 5/I

ROBINIA

GINKGO    
CARPINUS     

CRATAEGUS

5 5/I

5 5/I

10 10/l

5 5/I

10 10/I

10/15 10/l 15/I

5/I

5/I
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8,00

7,90

7,45

6,75

16,65

14,95

NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!
(Saba × Sarasate)

NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!

Klenová - hybrid NOVELTY!

Klíč - hybrid* NOVELTY!

30-355/exI+

Light purple flowers with large colourful dot are gathered in conical inflorescences. Dark green leaves are slightly waved and glossy.
In 10 years shrubs are 1,6 m (hight) and 1,4 m (wide). Flowering from mid May. Frost resistance up to - 24°C.

20-255/exII

Flowers are 7 cm wide in flat trusses, pale purple with yellow markings. Leaves glossy and very dark green. Size of the shrub
is 1,2 m (height) × 1,3 m (width) in 10 years. Flowering time is early to mid May, but reliably and often much more strongly in August
to October. Hardy variey up to −24°C.

Buds are showy bicoloured – strong red purple with light purple margins. Flowers are 8 cm wide in domed trusses, bicoloured light
and deep red purple with big red eye. Flowers are strong scented. Very floriferous variety. Leaves are slightly glossy.
Plants are regularly compact, height and width of the shrub is 1,1 m in 10 years. Flowering time is late May to early June.
Frost resistance up to −24°C (at least).

Bečov - hybrid* purple pink
(Cornelia Schröder × Petr)

Breeder: Michal Severa

light violet

5/exIP

5

25-30

25-30

DěvínPBR - hybrid* pink purple

Purple-pink flowers, gathered in a round inflorescences are 8 cm wide. The edges of each petal are curled and dark red. Leaves
are big and glossy. In 10 years shrubs are 1,4 m (hight) and 1,6 m (wide). Flowering from early May. Frost resistance up to - 24°C.

Bouzov - R.calophytum-hybrid* pale purple

Light purple flowers (8 cm wide) with dark purple-red dots are gathered in a round inflorescences. Flower buds are red.
Compact and regular habit of the shrub. In 10 years shrubs are 1,1 m (hight and wide). Flowering mid April to early May.
Frost resistance up to -24°C.

pink purple

The varieties included in the Czech Collection were bred at the Silva Tarouca Institute for Landscape
and Ornamental Gardens, v.v.i., Průhonice, Czech Republic. They are distinguished by their exceptionally attractive flower colors
and very abundant and long blooming. Some varieties are additionally characterized by their particularly durable, compact
inflorescences that can flower for over 3 weeks.

VARIETY HEIGHT [cm] CONTAINER [l] PRICE [Eur]

(Spätlese × Bohumil Kavka)

5/exI

JeštĕdPBR - hybrid*

Flowers are 8 cm wide in domed trusses, strong purple with light yellow centre and many dark red spots all over the corolla. Leaves
narrow and glossy. Young shoots are intense red. Size of the shrub is 1,6 m (height) × 1,4 m (width) in 10 years. Flowering time
is late May to early June. Hardy variety up to −24°C.

Flowers are 9 cm wide in conical trusses, flowers are purplish red, quite lighter in the centre, and with dark red blotch. Leaves
are dark green, glossy. Strong growth, shrubs are 1,4 m (height) × 1,6 m (width) in 10 years. Flowering time is late - end May to mid
June. Hardy variety to −24°C.

(Vilém Heckel × Madame Jules Porgès)

Karlštejn - hybrid*
(Arthur Stevens × Bohumil Kavka)
Flowers are 8 cm wide, durable and in domed trusses, light purplish pink with darker edges and dark red blotch. Leaves glossy.
Size of the shrub is 1,1 m (height) × 1,2 m (width) in 10 years. Flowering time is early to mid May. Hardy variety up to −24°C.

CZECH RHODODENDRON COLLECTION

(R. ponticum  × Cunningham's White)
Bezděz -R.ponticum - hybrid*

pale pink

purple

15
15/exI

15/exII

40-50

35-45

Hostýn - hybrid* light purple

[(Arthur Stevens × Humboldt) × Madame Jules Porgès]

(Reifrock × Claudine)

Purple-pink flowers with amber dot are 7 cm wide. Dark green glossy leaves. Mid growing variety- size of 7 years old shrub is 70 cm
(hight) and 50 cm (width). Flowering mid to late May. Frost resistance up to -20°C. 

purple pink

1
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NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!

Kotnov - hybrid* NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!
(Eva × Buketta)

NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!

Flowers are up to 7 cm wide in domed trusses, strong purplish red with dark red markings. Leaves slightly glossy. Very floriferous
variety. Low growing shrubs are fairly compact, 0,75 m (height) and 1,3 m (width) in 10 years. Flowering time is mid May.
Hardy variety up to −24°C (at least). Heat and sun tolerant variety.

purple pinkKozakov - R.yakushimanum  - hybrid - R.forrestii*

(Profesor Scholz × Petr)

(Blurettia × Bohumil Kavka)

Krakovec - R.insignie - hybrid*
(Sammetlglut × Berliner Liebe)

Lipnice - hybrid*

Flowers are 7 cm wide in domed trusses, young flowers have light pink margins and creamy yellow centre, matured ones are full
yellowish white. Leaves matt. Flower buds are bicoloured (yellow/red) during the winter. Size of the shrub is 1,4 m (height) × 1,6 m
(width) in 10 years. Flowering time is mid to late May. Hardy variety to −24°C (at least). Heat and sun tolerant variety.

Flowers are 6 cm wide in domed trusses, deep red with white centre and a few dark red spots. Leaves are thick and glossy.
Height and width of the shrub is 1,2 m in 10 years. Flowering time is mid to late May. Hardy variety up to −24°C.

Flowers are 7 cm wide in domed trusses, strong purplish red with precise wavy margins. Leaves are thick and glossy. Height
and width of the shrub is 1,6 m in 10 years. Flowering time is mid to late May. Hardy variety up to −24°C (at least).

Kokořín - R.yakushimanum - hybrid*

light pink

Breeder: Michal Severa

(Sammetlglut × Petr)

purple

(Nova Zembla × Hachmann´s Evelyn)

red

purplish red

yellow

purple

purplish red

Flowers are 6 cm wide in domed trusses, pale yellow with dark brownish red markings. Leaves glossy.
Size of the shrub is 1,2 m (height) × 1,5 m (width) in 10 years. Flowering time is early to mid May. Hardy variety up to −24°C (at least).

Large (approx. 9 cm wide) flowers are gathered in a round inflorescences. At the start of bloom flowers are intensively light pink but they
turn white with dark red dots. The edges of petals are gently curled. Leaves are dark green and glossy. Compact and round habit.
In 10 years shrubs are 1,1 m (hight and wide). Flowering from mid May. Sun exposure and heat are well tolerated. Frost resistance
up to - 18°C.

Dark green glossy leaves. Flower buds are purple-red in the winter. Size of a 10 years old shrub is 1,1 m (hight and width). Flowering
from mid May. Frost resistance up to - 24°C.

(Bambola × Madame Jules Porgès)              

Libin - hybrid*
(Hachmann´s Mercator × Genoveva)
Flowers are 8,5 cm wide in domed trusses, flowers are pale purple with dark reddish purple blotch. Leaves are mid green, glossy.
Middle growth, shrubs are 0,8 m (height) × 0,7 m (width) in 7 years. Flowering time is beginning to mid of May. Hardy variety
up to −24°C (at least).

pale purple

Ralsko - R.fortunei - hybrid*

Flowers are up to 8,5 cm wide in domed trusses, light pink with light yellow centre and lots of dark red spots. No stamens. Leaves
light green, glossy. Strong growing and fairly compact plant. Shrubs are compact, 1,3 m (height and width) in 10 years. Flowering time
is mid May. Hardy variety up to −24°C. Heat and sun tolerant variety.

(Konsonanz × Spätlese)
light pink

Flowers are 7,5 cm wide in domed trusses, reddish purple with white centre and a few dark spots. Leaves matt. Flower buds are purple
during the winter. Size of the shrub is 1,2 m (height) × 1,3 m (width) in 10 years. Flowering time is mid to late May.
Hardy variety up to −24°C (at least).

Orlík - R.dichroanthum  - hybrid*
(Profesor Scholz × Blue Peter)

ŘípPBR - R.forrestii  - hybrid*

Sovinec - hybrid*

Flowers are 8 cm wide in domed trusses, vivid purplish red with dark red markings. Leaves glossy. Flower buds are red during the
winter. Plants are very nice and regularly compact, height and width of the shrub is 1,2 m in 10 years. Flowering time is mid to late May.
Hardy variety                   up to −20°C.

Stožec - R.degronianum - hybrid* purple pink

(Claudine × R. degronianum ssp. heptamerum var. hondoense)
Flowers are 8 cm wide in domed trusses, purplish pink with orange and yellow markings. Leaves are quite short and wide. Middle
growing variety, shrubs are 0,9 m (height) and 1,1 m (width) in 10 years. Flowering time is mid May. Hardy variety up to −24°C (at least).

Koda - R.fortunei - hybrid*
(Konsonanz × Spätlese)

white

2
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8,00

7,90

7,45

6,75

16,65

14,95

NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!

Flowers are 7 cm wide in domed trusses, bright purple with darker edges and changing (green-to-red) markings. Leaves matt.
Plants are very nice and regularly compact, height and width of the shrub is 1,2 m in 10 years. Flowering time is mid to late May.
Hardy variety up to −24°C (at least). Heat and sun tolerant variety.

Flowers are 6 cm wide in domed trusses and change their colour during the time: young are purplish pink with paler centre and green
spots, matured flowers are pale yellow with orange-red markings. Leaves are glossy. Height and width of the shrub is 1,2 m in 10 years.
Flowering time is late May to mid June. Hardy variety up to −20°C.

yellow

(Křivoklát × Claudine)   Breeder: Michal Severa

(James Burchett × Karibia)

Švihov - R.wardii  - hybrid*
[(Mrs Anthony Waterer × R. wardii) × (Mrs Anthony Waterer × R. wardii)]

VranovPBR - hybrid*

ZebínPBR - hybrid*

Flowers are 7,5 cm wide in domed trusses, pale yellow, outside with salmon tint, and with orange-yellow markings. Leaves dark green,
glossy. The young shoots with roseine red bud scales. Mid growing variety, nice compact shrubs 1 m (height) × 1,3 m (width)
in 10 years. Flowering time is mid May. Hardy variety up to −24°C.

purple

purplish pink

red

Střekov - R.yakushimanum  - hybrid*

Breeder: Michal Severa

Flowers are 7 cm wide in domed trusses, cardinal red (unfading) with white anthers. Leaves are matt. Size of the shrub
is 1,2 m (height) × 1,3 m (width) in 10 years. Flowering time is early to mid May. Hardy variety up to −20°C.

Stožec - R.degronianum - hybrid* purple pink

Flowers are 8 cm wide in domed trusses, purplish pink with orange and yellow markings. Leaves are quite short and wide. Middle
growing variety, shrubs are 0,9 m (height) and 1,1 m (width) in 10 years. Flowering time is mid May. Hardy variety up to −24°C (at least).

(Claudine × R. degronianum ssp. heptamerum var. hondoense)

Vyšehrad - hybrid* dark purple pink

Flowers are up to 12 cm wide in domed trusses, flowers are deep purplish pink, lighter in the centre, and with large dark red blotch.
Flowers with slight scent. Leaves are dark green, glossy. Robust and strong growing plant. Shrubs are 1,6 m (height) × 1,4 m (width)
in 10 years. Flowering time is mid May. Hardy variety up to −24°C. Heat and sun tolerant variety.

(Konsonanz × Bluebell)

VARIETY HEIGHT [cm] CONTAINER [l] PRICE [Eur]

5/exI+ 30-35

5
5/exI 25-30

5/exII 20-25

5/exIP 25-30

15/exI 40-50
15

15/exII 35-45
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8,00

7,90

7,45

NOVELTY!
(Belkanto x R.aureum )

(P.Muras 2012)

NOVELTY!
(Belkanto x R.aureum )

(P.Muras 2012)

NOVELTY!

Low dense shrub with a ball-shaped habit. In 10 years grows up to 0,5-0,7 m high and similar width. Leaves are dark and slightly shiny.
Flowers 5-5,5 cm across, buds are yellow pink, in blooming time lemon yellow with a contrasting greenish yellow
mottled spot on the upper petal. Blooms profusely from mid-April (southern Poland). It's a frost hardy variety about −24 °C
(6A frost zone). Recommended for small gardens.Variety legally protected.

salmon pink

yellow

creamy-white

The names of the varieties of this collection (i.e. 'Fryderyk', 'George Sand' and 'Polonez Chopina') were given
to commemorate the great composer Fryderyk Chopin. They were created as a result of breeding works initiated
by Dr Piotr Muras in the 1990s. The shrubs included in this collection are low or medium sized, with a compact, oval
shape, dense, dark green foliage and a large number of shoots. They distinguished by early blooming, good frost
resistance (about -24°C), resistance to drought and full sunshine.

5/exI+ 20-25

Fryderyk PBR*

CONTAINER [l]

15-20

Low bush with an oval, slightly flattened habit. Leaves are dark green, slightly glossy. In 10 years grows up to 0,5-0,6 m high
and 0,8 m wide. Flowers 5-5,5 cm across. Flower buds are salmon pink, in blooming time yellow - cream with a spotted olive green
blotch on the upper petal and contrasting dark pink markings. Blooms early, very profusely from the middle of April to the beginning
of May (southern Poland). Frost resistans about −24°C. (frost zone 6A). Due to small size it is especially recommended for small
gardens.Variety legally protected.

Breeder: Piotr Muras

HEIGHT [cm] PRICE [Eur]

55/exI

5/exII

18-22

MUSIC RHODODENDRON COLLECTION

Polonez Chopina PBR*

(R.aureum  x Tomasz Wojciech)

(syn.Polonez)(P.Muras,2013)

A medium sized shrub with rounded habit. In 15 years grows up to 1,1 m high and 1,2 m wide. Leaves are dark green, glossy.
Flowers 5,5-6 cm wide. Buds are pink and salmon pink, fully opened cream-white with a delicate fading pink shade and a yellow-green
mottled spot on the upper petal. Blooming time from mid-April (southern Poland). Frost hardy variety about −24°C (6A frost zone).
Healthy variety recommended for small gardens and parks. It is legally protected.

VARIETY

George Sand PBR*

4
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Pa-grafted on steam

Aesthetica NOVELTY!
(smirnowii x bureavii) 10,10

Edelweiss NOVELTY!
(selekt degrnianum  ssp. yakushimanum ) 10,10

Elya pink NOVELTY!
[(Fabia  x bureavii ) x degronianum  ssp. yakushimanum ] 13,60

Fuju-kaku-no matsu NOVELTY!
makinoi 10,10

Hydon Velvet white NOVELTY!
degronianum ssp. yakushimanum x bureavii 10,10

Ken Janeck NOVELTY!
select yakushimanum 10,10

Oberschlesien light pink NOVELTY!
(insigne  x degronianum  ssp. yakushimanum ) 10,10

Rauhreif NOVELTY!
(degronianum  ssp. yakushimanum  x smirnowii ) 10,10

Primary rhododendron crossing with an attractive foliage – young shoots are covered with a delicate creamy tomentum. Indumentum
is light cream coloured. Leaves elongated, dark green, flowers are light pink, darker in the bud. Dense habit. Medium growth.
In 10 years reaches 100-120 cm height. Frost resistance -24°C.

Rhododendron from Yakushimanum group with an attractive foliage – the young shoots covered with silvery tomentum. With suede like,
light cream indumentum underneath leaves. Leaves are rather big and oval. Flowers pale pink, slightly frayed.
Dense and erected habit. Growth typical for Yakusimanum  – in 10 years reaches 80-100 cm. Frost resistance of -24°C.

light pink

white

5/exI

5/exI

5/exI

5/exI

pink

light pink 5/exI

5/exI

RHODO ELITE COLLECTION

VARIETY COLOUR CONTAINER [l] PRICE [Eur]

Rhododendron bred by Ben Lancaster. It has an attractive foliage – young shoots are covered with delicate creamy tomentum.
With copper coloured leaves’ indumentum. Leaves are elongated, dark green, rolled up. Flowers are light pink, slightly wavy, darker
in the bud. Dense and straight habit. Medium growth - in 10 years reaches 100-120 cm height. Frost resistance of -26°C.

Select, with an unusual attractive foliage – young shoots covered with an intense cream and cinnamon tomentum, which changing into
silvery. Tomentum remains on the shrub all year long, but rub off on older leaves. Indumentum is light brown. Flowers are pink in bud,
when blooming - white.  Dense and stocky habit. In 10 years reaches 60-80 cm. Frost resistance -24°C.

Rhododendron from Yakushimanum group with an attractive foliage. Young shoots are covered with an intensive cream and cinnamon
coloured tomentum, which stays on the bush all year long. Indumentum of the leaves is light brown. Flowers are pink with yellow spot.
Dense and stocky habit – in 10 years reaches 50-60 cm height. Frost resistance of -24°C.

Japanese variety with quite narrow, long, curled leaves, characteristic for Makinoi group varieties. Young shoots have an intense, silvery
tomentum. Bottom side of leaves is covered with a cream to light brown tomentum. Flowers are pink, in bud darker, with delicate spot.
Dense and wide habit – in 10 years reaches 60-80 cm height. Frost resistance of -26°C.

Select. Like some other varieties of Rhodo Elite Collection, it has brown, suede indumentum underneath its leaves. They are dark green,
elongated, oval. Flowers are white, large, bell-shaped. Slow growing, compact form. Prefers semi-shaded positions.
In 10 years reaches 80-120 cm height.

Select, bottom side of leaves is covered with cream indumentum. The leaves are elongated, light green. Flowers pale pink with a light
brown spot. Slow growing, compact form. Prefers a semi-shaded position. In 10 years reaches 80-120 cm height.

We are proud to present the new, unique group of rhododendrons named to emphasize its exceptional character - Rhodo Elite.
Not only the shrubs look impressive during the blooming time, but most of all they astonish with their spectacular leaf appearance
for most of the summer time.
The collection includes species, primary and second crossings as well as breeding varieties all of them having unusual
and attractive leaves, especially young shoots.
Within the collection you will find shrubs with leaves covered with tarnish (cutter) in different shades from silvery to copper-brown. 
There are also shrubs covered with an extremely attractive suede lining underneath of the leaf: silvery or copper. Some of them
have fantastic young leaf colours: creamy, silvery, blue or brown-purple that lasts for an entire season!

5/exI

light pink 5/exI Pa
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Ruth Davis NOVELTY!
(degronianum  ssp. yakushimanum  x degronianum  ssp. heptamerum) 10,10

Teddy Bear NOVELTY!
(bureavii  x degronianum  ssp. yakushimanum ) 13,60

Yaku Angel NOVELTY!
(select degronianum  ssp. yakushimanum  var. yakushimanum ) 10,10

Breeder: Bengt Karlsson
Bengt`s Bear NOVELTY!
(pachysantum x yakushimanum) 13,60

Lynx NOVELTY!
(yakushimanum  x bureavii ) 13,60

Foxy Lady NOVELTY!
(yakushimanum  x bureavii ) 13,60

Little Bear NOVELTY!
(yakushimanum  x tsariense ) 13,60

Rh. wiltonii NOVELTY!
13,60

5/exI

light pink 5/exI Pa

light pink

white 5/exI Pa

An exceptionally attractive rhododendrons belonging to Yakushimanum group. Young shoots covered with intense silvery tomentum.
Tomentum stays on the shrubs for the several months. Indumentum is cream. Flowering are big,white bell-shaped with a yellow spot.
Habit is typical for Yakushimanum  - in 10 years reaches 80-100 cm.

PRIMARY CROSSING

5/exI

light pink 5/exI

Select, with unusual attractive foliage – young shoots covered with intensive, silver tomentum. Indumentum of the leaves is light brown.
Older leaves are dark green, elongated, rolled up. Flowers are pink in bud, when blooming – white. Dense and wide habit. In 10 years
reaches 60-80 cm. Frost resistance of -26°C.

Primary crossing of rhododendron with attractive foliage – young shoots are covered with an intense copper brown tomentum, that
changes to creamy as time goes by. With suede like, cream coloured indumentum. Leaves are rather big, oval. Tomentum stays
on leaves for several months. Flowers are pale pink. Dense and stocky habit. Growth is typical for Yakushimanum group. In 10 years
reaches 80-100 cm. Frost resistance of -24°C.

Primary crossing of rhododendron with attractive foliage – young shoots are covered with an intense cream-cinnamon coloured
tomentum, that changes to silverish as time goes by. With suede like, cinnamon coloured indumentum. Tomentum stays on the shrubs
all year long. Flowers light pink. Dense and straight habit. In 10 years reaches 50-60 cm height. Frost resistance of -24°C.

Primary crossing of rhododendron with oval, small leaves – young shoots are covered with intense tomentum of cinnamon colour, that
changes to creamy as time goes by. With suede like, light brown indumentum. Flowers are pale pink. Grows slowly, in 10 years
reaches 60-80 cm. Frost resistance of -24°C.

A botanical species occuring naturally in mountain, Sichuan, China. White pink flowers with darker spot. Blooms in May. It has attractive
foliage- the underside of the leaves is cinnamon and the top side is leathery, intense dark green with fine tomentum.
Young shoots are creamy and contrast with the dark green of older leaves. It grows slowly – size after 10 years is 50 cm height.
Dense and squat habit. Frost resistance -24°C. The name of the shrub was given to commemorate Sir Colville E. Wilton.

pink

SPECIES

Select – primary rhododendron crossing with attractive foliage. Young shoots and buds covered with delicate, creamy tomentum.
Indumentum is light cream coloured. Leaves are elongated, dark green, white flowers infundibular, slightly wavy. Medium growth
- in 10 years reaches 80-100 cm. 

5/exI Pa

light pink 5/exI Pa

white-pink 5/exI Pa

Select – primary rhododendron crossing with exceptionally attractive foliage. Young shoots covered intensive cream-cinnamon coloured
tomentum which remains on the shrub all year long. Older leaves are dark green, glossy. Indumentum of the leaves is copper brown.
Flowers are big, pale pink with darker spot.  Dense and stocky habit – after  10 years  reaches 50-60 cm. Frost resistance  of  -24°C.

white
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8,00

7,90

7,45

16,65

Becca*

Eija*

Kristian’s Cute*
(Kullervo x Böhmen) 

Lumotar*
(Helsinki University × fortunei )

Merja*
(Helsinki University × Böhmen)

Nikodemus*
[(brachycarpum  x aureum ) x hybr .]

Pernilla*
(Helsinki University × Blue Bell)

Ritva*
(Haaga × campanulatum )

A variety with light pink flower buds and fragrant, pure white flowers. Unusual incompact flower crown and stamens partially transformed
into petals. Its finnish name means ‘Charming Beauty’. Leaves are elliptic, darg green, brighter on the edges. Very straight form, loose.
After 10 years it reaches 1,8 m height, and 1,5 m width. Blooms in May. Frost hardy at least down to -26°C. 

VARIETY

pink

25-35

5

(Helsinki University x Blue Bell)

It stands out with its red flower buds and unique, pink-orange flowers with yellow-brown spot. Densely leaved variety with dark green,
huge, inversely elliptic leaves and compact form. It grows slowly - after 10 years it reaches 80 cm height,and 120cm width. Blooms
in May. Frost hardy at least down to -30°C, which is unusual among varieties with that color of flowers.

40-50 1515/exI

CONTAINER [l]HEIGHT [cm]

5/exI+

FINNISH RHODODENDRON COLLECTION

Breeder: Kristian Theqvist

Finnish rhododendron collection consists of new varieties, grown in Finland by Kristian Theqvist. They were raised with participation
of the strongest rhododendrons, to whom they owe high frost-resistance (between -26°C and -32°C) and attractive colour schemes.
They are the perfect fit for cooler climat. The collection is still open, so every year some new varieties will extend it. 

(Elviira x Blue Bell)

PRICE [Eur]

A variety with pure white flowers with big, light brown spot. Leaves are inversely elliptic, huge, dark green. Medium-strong growth, after
10 years it reaches 1,2 m height. It blooms late, at the end of May. Frost hardy at least down to -26°C. 

A variety with sensitive, light pink flowers and pink flower buds. Leaves are oval, dark green. Medium-strong growth - after 10 years
it reaches 1,4 m height and witdh. Dense form. It blooms in May. Frost hardy down to approximately -30°C. 

light pink

Kristian's Moonlight* yellow-cream

It stands out with cream white flowers with delicate pink patches on the edges of petals, and light brown spot on yellow background.

Dense, compact form, dark green leaves. At the age of 10 reaches 60cm height and 80 cm width. Frost hardy down to -28oC.

pink-white

cream-white

New variety of finnish breeding with high frost resistance up to -30oC. Flowers intensely pink with green-brown spot. Loose habit.
It grows with medium intensity. At the age of 10 years it reaches the height of 120 cm. Leaves in the type of species brachycarpum
- very big, shiny, vivid green.

Profusely blooming variety with bicolor flowers, pink outside and white inside with big, light brown spot. Leaves are elliptic, dark green.
Very dense, compact and straight form. After 10 years it reaches 1,2 m height. Blooms in May. Frost hardy down to -26°C. 

light pink

pink-orange

white

white

5/exII 20-30

5/exI 25-30

Slow-growing variety with dense, compact habit and original foliage. Older leaves are brown-green and olive green, they contrast
with young, light green growths. Flowers are big yellow-cream with a brown-orange blotch. At the end of flowering they turn pale pink.
In 10 years grows up to 60 cm high. Very high frost resistance  to -30°C.

A variety with white, semi-full flowers, which are pink before they open. Young increments are light green, older leaves are oval,
olive-green. Dense, compact form. It reaches 50 cm height and 80 cm width after 10 years. It blooms early - at the beginning of May.
Frost hardy at least down to -26°C. 
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8,00

7,90

7,45

16,65

Double Kiss*
(Haaga x Mars)

Late Kiss*

Neon Kiss*
(Haaga x Brisanz)

40-50

5/exI+ 25-35

5

RHODO KISS RHODODENDRON COLLECTION

(Mrs Anthony Waterer x Artmeyer's Späte)

Hardy variety with very intensive, neon-red flowers. It stands out with its attractive, dense form and dark green leaves. It grows medium-
strong. After 10 years it reaches 1,2 m height. Reliable and profuse blooming. Very frost hardy down to -28°C.

VARIETY HEIGHT [cm]

15

PRICE [Eur]

15/exI

CONTAINER [l]

pink

neon-red

dark pink

5/exI 25-30

A variety with very rare among rhododendrons, semi-full, deep dark pink flowers. Leaves are dark green, oblong. Dense and straight
form. After 10 years it reaches 1,5 m height. Very frost hardy down to -30°C.

A new set of varieties grown in our nursery. Each of three varieties from Rhodo Kiss collection is characterized by uniqe feature.
All of them have one thing in common - color scheme - jouicy flower colors resembling a spring kiss of nature.

Very late blooming rhohodendron variety - it blooms in June! Huge, light green and lofty flower buds. Big, pink flowers, with visible,
yellow-brown painting.It blooms profusely. Dense, upright form. After 10 years it reacheas 1,5 m height. Frost hardy down to -24°C.

5/exII 20-30
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7,30

7,20

6,80

16,05

14,70

58,20

53,50

48,90

pink with light brown spot 

45-55

Variety of red flowers with a yellow-brown spot. It grows with medium intensity. Shoots are thick, firm and brown-red. Leaves dark green
and elongated. Buds light brown. Frost resistance up to -30ºC.

amaranth with yellow spot

pink with brown-red spot

Royal RedPBR/Władysław JagiełłoPBR*

35/exII

Royal ButterflyPBR/Królowa JadwigaPBR *

Variety with pink flowers, strongly waved petals and big brown-red spot. Variety shows tendency to partially flower in Autumn.
Flowering is abundant. Grows very intensely, has straight habit. Leaves dark green. Frost resistance up to -30ºC.

Royal Candy/Królowa Bona*

Flowers of amaranth colour unique for rhododendrons with yellow spot. Slow growing variety with rather small, elongated, dark green
leaves, rolled up slightly. Light green buds contrast well with dark green leaves. Frost resistance up to -30ºC.

Royal Amaranth /Jan III Sobieski *

violet with light brown spot

15/exI

VARIETY HEIGHT [cm]

sugary-pink

Royal Scarlet / Kazimierz Wielki red with yellow-brown spot

Royal RosyPBR/Władysław ŁokietekPBR*

Purple flowers with a delicate, brown spot. This variety grows intensively and has a dense habit. Elongated leaves, turned up slightly.
Frost resistance up to -30ºC.

Intensively red flowers, composing big, impressive inflorescence. Grows with moderate intensity, has compact habit. Leaves are dark
green, elongated, shoots thick and dark brown. Finnish varieties were not used in the crossing. The variety is characterized by high frost
resistance and abundant flowering. Frost resistance up to -30°C.

Very big, wide open, pink flowers. Almost white centre of the flower with a big, light brown spot. The most intensively growing
variety of all new ones comparable to the variety 'Catawbiense Grandiflorum'. Dense plant habit and oval, shiny leaves. Frost resistance
up to -30ºC.

pink

red

5/exI 25-30

Light pink, brighter inside flowers with waved petals. The variety grows typically for yakushimanum group. Leaves are dark green, habit
dense and compact. It’s distinguished by attractive silvery tomentose on young leaves which gets rubbed away with time and brown,
soft tomentose at the bottom of the leaves. Frost resistance up to -30°C. 

PRICE [Eur]

5

Variety of subtle, sugary-pink flowers brighter inside of the flower. Growth - slow; habit - compact. Stems - thick and rigid;
leaves - wide and dark green. Finnish varieties were not used in the crossing. The variety is characterized by high frost resistance
and abundant flowering. Frost resistance up to -30ºC.

55-65

20-30

15/exII 40-50

35/exI 60-70

Royal VioletPBR /Kazimierz OdnowicielPBR*

15

35/exI+ 65-75

35

Royal LilacPBR/Bolesław ChrobryPBR

CONTAINER [l]

ROYAL RHODODENDRONS

5/exI+ 30-40

5/exII
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7,45

7,20

6,75

6,30

15,10

14,00

55,90

51,50

46,65

Abendsonne*

Alfred*

Andantino* NOVELTY!

Ann Lindsay*

Azurro*

Blutopia*

Brigitte insigne-hybr.*

Brasilia wardii -hybr.*

cream-pink

Flowers with pink edges, lighter inwards, in the centre – white with olive-green spot. Slow growing variety. 15-year old shrubs
grow up to 110 cm tall and 160 cm wide. The flowers bloom at the end of May, beginning of June. Hardy to -21ºC.

Purely red flowers, free of any violet addition. Unlike other red varieties, this one grows slowly and densely. Propagates and thickens
well. Blooms early, at the same time as the Rh.repens  variety. Frost resistance -22°C.

Orange variety. Orange-yellow wavy flowers, gathered in dense flower heads. Slow dense growth. From our observations it follows that
these bushes are the most frost-resistant in this variety. Frost resistance -20°C.

35/exI+

15/exI

light cream-brown

45-55

orange-red

violet

Bell-shaped, orange-red flowers; one of the most valuable varieties among orange rhododendrons. Flowers are opening successively.
Compact, round habit of the bush. High frost resistance -26ºC.

Busuki *                                                                        

H 50-60cm 5/exI    PRICE 12,25 Eur

The variety with red-white flowers in the second half of May and compact shrub habit. Hardy to -24ºC.

Brisanz heamatodes-hybr*                                 red

red

violet with olive spot

orange-pink

3535/exI

VARIETY HEIGHT [cm]

RHODODENDRON HYBRIDUM

Anna's Platinum PBR*

This variety was found in our nursery as an ndependent mutation of 'Catawbiense Boursault' rhododendron. The basic variety's,
'Catawbiense Boursault', main advantages are strong growth and vigor. After 10 years it can reach up to 3m height. It has dark green,
eliptic leaves, big (up to 6 cm diameter), violet flowers with soft, golden pattern on the top petal. This variety is absolutely frost -resistant.
All the advantages mentioned can also describe our variety - 'Anna's Platinum'. 'Anna's Platinum' is very good, strong variety,
with colorful, amazingly decorative foliation. Even long-growing, teenage bushes, do not have any reversed shoots (which leaves look
the same as in basic variety - fully green).

Shell pink buds open to pale bright yellow flowers in May to June. A new variety. Grows wide, quite loosy. During frosty Winter upper
shrub may freeze. Frost resistance -22ºC.

Strong growing variety, hardy to -24ºC. The flowers in violet with olive-green spot and light waved edges. Blooming time
at the end of May.

The sharp red colour of the flowers will not let you simply pass by the blooming bushes that grow not too strongly,
densely, and propagate well. Characteristic leaves – lengthened, pointed leaves with light edges and visible veins.
Frost resistance -26°C.

PRICE [Eur]

65-75

Bernstein dichroanthum -hybr.*

The variety with waved, light violet flowers with olive green spot. The torus of a flower is lighter-coloured. The flowers bloom
at the turn of May/June. Hardy to -25ºC.

5/exI 25-30

red-white

violet

violet with purple spot

5/exI+ 30-40

5/exII 20-30

15/exII 40-50
15

Very expressive colour. Intensive dark violet flowers with big dark spot. Blooming time at the end of May. Medium-strong growth.
Hardy to -26ºC.

60-70

35/exII 55-65

CONTAINER [l]

35-455/exI++

5

H 60-80cm 15/exI  PRICE 20,50 Eur

red
Juicy red flowers are clustered in inflorescences. Fast growing, wide in habit shrub. Shoots are strong and stiff. Big oval leaves.
It’s blooming late. Frost resistance up to -26°C.
Frost resistance -26°C.
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Calsap   

Cheer*                 

Erato*

Eskimo*

Fluidum*

Francesca*

Germania*

Gomer Waterer*

Haaga* dark pink

Standard strong growing variety, the shrubs’ habit is typical of rhododendrons. Pure white flowers with olive-coloured spot.
High frost resistance -30ºC.

Strong growing variety. Flowers, at the beginning of June, are light lilac. Full frost hardy to -30°C. Well known and friendly plants.

light-redDr H.C. Dresselhuys*

dark red

white

Beautiful two colour flowers, white inside and light red at the edges. The great red spot on the upper petal makes the additional
decoration of this variety. Abundant flowering at the end of May. 10 years old shrubs grow up to 110-130 cm. Frost resistance to -25°C.

Hachmann’s Charmant*

white

orange-cream

Ruby red colour of the flower, keeping steady in the blossoming period. Delicate, wavy and corrugated edges of petals. It is blooming
at the turn of May and June. It is growing strongly, straight, densely.Frost hardy to -27ºC.

The variety with white flowers that open in pale lilac. Green-gold spot inside the flower. The flowers (end of May, beginning of June)
are great. Strong, upright and dense growing shrub. Frost hardy of shrub to -27ºC.

Flautando fauriei-hybr.*

Slow growing, compact shrub with dark green leaves. White flowers appear very early. Frequent blooming in Autumn. Hardy to -21ºC.

Strong growing variety with shining, dark-green leaves. Pink flowers, a little bit darker on petals edges. There is a wide red spot
on the upper petal that changes into deep-red at the torus.

dark pink

Catawbiense Grandiflorum*

Very slow growing variety with flowers in lemon colour. Wide, compact habit of a shrub. Flowering in the second half of May.
Frost hardy to -20ºC.

red-white

dark red

Huge flowers in dark red. The variety should grow in twilight, when they do not change the colour during coming out of bloom.
Upright habit, sufficient strong growing shrub. High frost resistance to -30ºC. 

yellow

white

The variety of Finnish growing with dark pink flowers, with violet hint. Medium growth up to 150 cm. Compact, upright habit.
Very frost hardy to -36°C. Flowering in the second half of May. Plant with 2 or more branches.

pink with deep-red spot

white with purple spot

Catawbiense Album* white

 light pink

Medium fast growing shrub with dense form and dark green, huge leaves. It blooms at the turn of May and June. Flower buds are pink,
later white with a light shade of pink and yellow-green painting on the top petal.

Wonderful orange flowers with delicately speckled eye on yellow background make this variety a leader in the orange varieties. If its high
frost resistance is confirmed, it may well turn out to be the best variety in this group. Frost resistance -21°C.

Cunningham`s White caucasicum-hybr.

light orange

One attraction of this variety is its frequent partial blooming in Autumn. Light pink flowers. The shrub grows not very strongly, broadly.
Frost resistance  -22°C.

White flowers with big, purple spot are characteristic for this variety. Wide, loose shrub habit, strong growth. Flowering at the turn
of May/June. Frost resistance -30ºC.

light lilac

Diadem- fortunei-hybr.

dark red

One of the very few varieties with pure red flowers at the turn of May/June. Shrubs with dark green leaves have wide and regular habit.
Medium strong growing shrub. High frost resistance to -25ºC.

Catawbiense Boursault*

Sophisticated colour of flowers. Bell shaped flowers are orange-cream. Darker and dotted spot. Requires quiet places.
Frost hardy to -26°C.

Hachmann`s Feuerschein*

Goldkrone wardii -hybr.*

The variety with big oval leaves and impressive dark pink flowers. Blooming in the second half of May. Frost hardy to -20ºC.

light lilac

Strong growing variety, full frost resistance and strong blooming. Flowers are light lilac with delicate olive spot. It is very old, valuable
variety.

Catharine van Tol* carmine rose

This variety has beautiful  carmine rose flowers. Flowering in the first half of June. Mid growing variety. Frost resistance up to  -26ºC.

Red colour of the flower with delicate violet. It is bloomingat the turn of May and June. It is growing strongly, 10-years old shrubs
are 180 cm high and 160 cm wide. Frost hardy to -26 ºC.
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7,45

7,20

6,75

6,30

15,10

14,00

55,90

51,50

46,65

Halfdan Lem*

Hellikki*

Humboldt*

Janet Ward* NOVELTY!

Kabarett*

Kali*

Karibia*

Kranenball*

Lachsgold*

Libretto*

Lugano*

Mars*                                       

Mieszko I*

Slow growing shrub with red flowers.

VARIETY HEIGHT [cm] CONTAINER [l] PRICE [Eur]

5/exI++ 35-45

5
5/exI+ 30-40

5/exI 25-30

5/exII 20-30

15/exI 45-55
15

15/exII 40-50

The variety of Polish culture. Red flowers with great spot. Compact habit of the shrub. Medium strong growing. Flowering in the second
half of May. Frost resistance -28°C.

Helsinki University-brachycarpum-hybr.*

yellow

red

pink-purple-red

This variety retain flowers for a longer period of time; it is resistant to torrid heat. Purple-violet flowers do not become pale under direct
sunlights. Petals have waved edges, with great olive-green spots. Flowering in the second half of May. Wide, compact habit. Hardy
to -26°C.

One of the most beautiful varieties. The flowers are wide opened, light rose with huge claret spot. Slow growing shrub. Wide
habit. Frost resistance  to  -26°C.

35/exI+ 65-75

3535/exI 60-70

35/exII 55-65

Unparalleled colouring of flowers. From pink buds develop white-pink-yellow flowers, which during blooming change the colour
into cream-yellow. Compact, wide habit. Medium strong growing shrub. Hardy to -20°C. 

cream- yellow

lilac-pink with deep-red spot

Big, wide-open flowers in pale lilac-pink colour, with dark violet-red spot. Dark green and glossy leaves. Short, wide
and  compact  habit.  Frost  hardy  to  -24°C.

violet with olive spot

red

red

Flowers vividly red, definitely standing out from other varieties of red coloured flowers. Growth is quite strong, habit dense.
Frost resistance -28ºC.

Sensational novelty with pure yellow, smart flowers. Strong growing and compact shrub habit. Frost resistance -20°C.
Flowering in the middle of May.

light pink

The variety with intensive, dark purple flowers, bred on the basis of Nova Zembla and Rubicon. Medium growth, dense habit,
square-built. Flower buds are very dark. Abundant flowering.

 vividly red

dark pink with deep-red spot

A variety with large vividly red flowers free of violet hint. Strong straight growth. At the age of 10 years it reaches the height
of 150-180 cm. Promising novelty. Frost resistance to -24°C.

The Finnish variety with vivid pink-red flowers. Medium strong growth up to 150 cm. Very frost hardy to -34°C. Flowering in the second
half of May. Plant with 1-2 or more branches.

A variety with purple-pink flowers with a large claret-red spot. The shrub grows strongly, at the age of 10 years reaches
the height of 150-170 cm. Long vividly green leaves with lustre. Frost resistance -22°C.

Bright pink flowers with the visible tan small stain. It is blooming in the second half of May. 10-years old bushes reach 1,5 m height.
Branches are thick and tough, hard enough to stand a heavy snow. High frost resistance to -39°C. Plant with 1-2 or more branches.

NOVELTY!

pink

Medium growing variety. Flowers are pink with white edges.

dark purple-red

light pink
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Nova Zembla

Orangina*

Peter Alan*                                                                       

Pfauenauge*

Polarnacht*

Progres*

Rasputin*

Red Impulse*

Red Jack*

Schneeauge*

Dark violet flowers with very dark great spot and wavy edges of petals. Flowering at the turn of May/June. Compact habit of a shrub.
Frost resistance to -24°C.

Standard variety with ruby-red flowers with dark spot on top petal. Compact form, dark green leaves. Very hardy to -28ºC. Blooms
profusely in the second half of May.

The variety with purple-pink flowers, which appear very early at the turn of April/ May. Medium growing shrub with round shape and with
dark green shiny leaves (in Winter brownish), fragrance. Very winterhardy plant and hardy on dry weather and full insolation.
Plant with 1-2 or more branches.

White flowers with light brown spot. Fairly strong growth up to 150 cm. Very frost hardy up to -36°C. Flowering in the first half of May.

Dark-violet flowers with an even darker eye, but lighter than the Burgundula variety. Not very strong growth, dark green leaves.
Frost resistance up to-26°C.

dark pink

P.M.A. Tigerstedt*

violet-pink

light pink 

 red

Pohjola’s Daughter

Prof. Horst Robenek*

Purple Splendour*

The variety of Finnish growing. White flowers with light pink hint. Slow growing shrub, up to 120 cm. Very frost hardy up to -37°C.
Flowering in the first half of May. Plants with 1-2 or more branches.

Purpureum Grandiflorum*                                  

red

white with brown spot

A rhododendron hybrid with bright red flowers. At the age of 10 years reaches 1-1.5 m height. Leaves slightly twisted
andwavy- similar to Nova Zembla variety. Nova Zembla  was involved in the creation of this hybrid. Frost resistance -24ºC.

Slightly funnel-shaped flowers, pure red. Strong but compact growth, even, light-green very large leaves. At the age of 10 years
it reaches 150-200 cm height. Frost resistance -20ºC.

Standard variety with pink-lilac flowers (first half of June), medium growing shrub and loose habit. High hardy to -30ºC.

Deep violet colour of the flower. The big, almost black mesh is forming the distinct contrast. Dark green leaves. Height of average
strenght. Rather loose sort of the bush, blooming period- the end of May and the beginning of June. Frost hardy to -27°C.

violet

red

 deep violet

Pink Purple Dream PBR*          light violet

One of the darkest blooming varieties with intensive, dark purple-violet flowers. Black-violet inside with subtle contrasting light brown
stamens. Blooming time at the beginning of June. Compact and slow growing shrub. Hardy to -22°C.

Dark pink flowers with golden-yellow spot. Fairly strong growth up to 180 cm. Compact shrub habit. Flowering in the half of June.
Frost hardy up to -26°C.

Very attractive new variety! Wide-opened, light violet flowers are decorated with strong-saturated, claret, far-reaching spot on the upper
petal. The variety has tendency to partial flowering in Autumn. Hardy to -24°C.

light violet

violet with black spot

P.J.M. Elite*

light orange 

Variety with intensive orange flowers and light green foliage. Flowering at the turn of May and June.Frost Hardy to -18°C.

pink

Variety with pink flowers, waved petals and big, red spot. Flowering in the second half of May. Frost hardy to -24°C.

 light pink

Pearce`s American Beauty*

St. Michel (Mikkeli)*

White flowering variety. Flowers are decorated with wide purple drawing. Loosy, wide growing shrub. Blooming in the first
half  of  May.  Frost  resistance  -27°C.

violet

German variety sorted from Catawbiense Grandiflorum rhododendron, with light violet flowers. It stands out with its dense, compact
form, very profuse blooming and yellow-brown painting on the top petal. It burgeons at an early age. Frost hardy down to -30°C.

light pink with deep-red spot

Bright-pink flowers, definitely darker and strongly undulating edges of petals, are creating the fanciful lace. Bushes are growing
very slowly and densely. After 10 years it reaches 70-100 cm high. Frost hardy to -20°C.

pinkRoseum Elegans*

white with purple spot

Improved Catawb. Grandiflorum with bigger flowers and a bit darker tone. Strong growth, well-shaped. Frost resistance to -30°C.

white  

The variety with light pink flowers. Medium growth, compact shrub habit. Growth up to 130 cm. Frost resistance -28°C.
Flowering in the first half of May. Plants with 1-2 or more branches.
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Taragona*                                  

NOVELTY!

Torero*

7,20

6,75

6,30

Baden Baden*

Bengal*

7,45

7,20

6,75

6,30

16,10

Claudius*                                                      

Rodrigo*                                                                      NOVELTY!

The variety with dark red flowers. The colour does not change during blooming. Dark green leaves. Very high frost hardy -26ºC.

The shrubs are characterized by slow growth and abundant flowering. Funnel flowers are mostly dark red. The varieties of this group
start blooming earlier than multiflower hybrids, at the end of April.

Abundantly blooming variety with red pink flowers. Slow growing shrub. 10–year old shrubs grow 70 cm tall and 90 cm wide.

Hardy to -22°C.

pink

Stands out for its large and strongly open flowers of pink colour. Grows slowly and densely. The bushes do not grow high,
but  grow  broad.  Frost  resistance  -22°C.

Gartendirektor Glocker*

Scarlet Wonder*

HEIGHT [cm] CONTAINER [l] PRICE [Eur]

The shrub grows compactly with straight shoots and dark green leaves. At the age of 10 years reaches the height of 120-140 cm.
Dark red shiny flowers without purple hint. Very promising and new variety. Frost resistance -26ºC.

Tomasz Wojciech*

5/exI

25-305/exI

purple-red

Typical variety for Rhododendron repens . Slow and wide growing. Frost resistance -22ºC.

Sternzauber*

VARIETY HEIGHT [cm] CONTAINER [l] PRICE [Eur]

purple-red

15

pink

RHODODENDRON REPENS

Typical variety for Rhododendron repens with purple-red flowers. Compact shrub habit. Flowering very early in May. Frost resistance -25ºC.

It is hard to resist the charm of this variety’s flowers. Dark-red friezed petal edges that get lighter deeper into the flower, almost white
receptacle! The bushes' growth is strong and broad, flowers form dense heads, which makes it look wonderful. Frost resistance -24°C.

red

 red

Beautiful ruby-red flowers (at the turn of May/June) with darker spot. Medium strong growing shrub. Hardy to -24ºC.
Van Weerden Poelmann*

pink-red   

15-20

Von Oheimb Woislowitz*

RHODODENDRON WILLIAMSIANUM

VARIETY

15/exI 40-50

Open polination ‘Scintillation’ (hybrid R. fortunei ). Medium sized shrub. In 20 years it reaches a height of 1.5-2 m and width of 2.5 m.
Develops dark green leaves. Displays big 6-8 cm across, light purple flowers with a brown green mottled blotch.
Blooms profusely from mid-May. Frost resistant approximately -24°C.

light purple

5/exI 18-22 5

5/exI+

5/exI+ 20-25

pink

35-405/exI++

5

Amongst different varieties of Rhododendron it is standing out with very big, shiny leaves, which strikingly gently coiffed, bright-pink
flowers look with the yellow spot on the upper scrap relating to. He is reconciling around at the latest
blooming varieties -booms in the end of June. High frost hardy -26°C.

30-40

5/exII 20-30

dark red

purple-red

One of the most beautiful creeping rhododendrons. The flowers are fiery red. Glossy leaves. Frost resistance -22ºC.

 pink

Large pink flowers, which is unusual for Rhododendron williamsianum . Mid growing variety, compact and regular in habit.
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7,45

7,20

6,75

6,30

15,10

14,00

15,10

14,00

Astrid*

BikoPBR*

Blurettia*

Dagmar* NOVELTY!

Dotella* NOVELTY!

Excelsior*

Fantastica*

Golden Torch*

Hoppy*

Kalinka

Loreley*

Lumina*

Marlis* NOVELTY!

pink

35-40

15/exI

Bohlken`s Lupinenberg Laguna

white

20-25

Coiffed, bright-pink flowers. Shedding blossom are almost white. The slow height, the spherical, very much compact sort. Dark-green
leaves. Frost resistance at least -22ºC.

One of the darker varieties among Yakushima rhododendron. The flowers are red in buds and turn lighter during blooming. White spot
makes, an impression of colourful inflorescens. Hardy to -25°C.

cream-yellow

The efflorescent flowers with subtle rose colour, afterwards changing into cream-white with distinct yellow strong waved edges.
Compact, very slow growth of shrubs. Frost resistance to -22°C.

Very slow growing variety with juicy red flowers and semicircular habit. 

Nearly white flowers are light pink in buds. Quite strong growing variety among Yakushimanum rhododendron, regular shrub habit.
Very abundant flowering. Frost resistance to -23°C.

blue-pink

violet

violet

Caroline Albrook*                                              

Blue-pink flowers. Compact, small shrub. The flowers bloom begining of May. Hardy to -23ºC. 

lilly-pink

red

15

5/exI

A very slow growing variety. Cream- pink flowers turning paler while blooming. A very compact and dense growing shrub. Ball habit.
Frost resistance up to -22ºC.

10/exII

5/exI+

5/exII

30-35

This variety has violet flowers with a white bottom, which is not typical for yakushimanum group. The growth is very slow, compact
and flat spherical.  Frost resistance-22ºC

Strong growing variety among Yakushimaum rh. 10 years old shrubs are 0,8–1,0 m. Light red flowers, turning dark red inside. Light
wavy edges of petals. Dark green, frosted foliage. Hardy to -26°C.

dark pink       

cream-pink

pink

40-50

The reddest flowers of all varieties in the yakushimanum group. The bushes grow slowly and broad. Frost resistance -24°C.

Bohlken`s Lupinenberg*

15/exII

white

light pink

5/exI++

25-30

10/exI 35-45

PRICE [Eur]

A low, compact shrub with purple flowers, quite rare colour among the yakushimanum varieties.

Strong growing variety among Yakushimanum rh. Lilac-pink to ruby-pink flowers, waved petal edges. Compact, low, wide shrub.
Blooming at the turn of May/June. Hardy to -26°C.

pink

This variety of Yakushimanum rhododendron  has pink flowers with brighter center, dark green leaves and nice, compact habit.

VARIETY

45-55

HEIGHT [cm] CONTAINER [l]

Lilly-pink flowers, markedly friezed and definitely darker edges. Blooms very profusely. Slowly grows broad. Frost resistance -25°C.

35-40

An attractive variety of Yakushima rhododendron with light lilac flowers which turn white when blooming. It is distinguished by shiny, dark
green leaves and a dense habit. It blooms very profusely and late at the turn of May and June. The frost resistance is still unknown.

Price:5/exI 6,70 Eur

RHODODENDRON YAKUSHIMANUM

5

10

This variety has a compact habit. Flowers are light plink. Strong growth. 

light pink

red
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Nicoletta* NOVELTY!

Percy Wiseman

Schneekrone*

Schneewitchen*

Sneezy*

All shrubs with flower buds

Calsap 90 70-120 120-190

90 80-120 95-180

90 80-110 110-130

90 160-180 240-285

Eskimo 90 80-110 120-180

Germania 90 90 120

Haaga 90 70-110 110-170

90 80-110 145-165

Lachsgold 90 80-100 95-130

Libretto 90 80-90 120

Nova Zembla  red 90 70-130 95-215

White flowers with big, purple spot are characteristic for this variety. Wide, loose shrub habit, strong growth. Flowering at the turn of
May/June. Frost resistance -30ºC.

Strong growing variety. Blooms at the end of May, flowers are light violet.  Full frost hardy to -30°C. 

Unparalleled colouring of flowers. From pink buds develop white-pink-yellow flowers, which during blooming change the colour into
cream-yellow. Compact, wide habit. Medium strong growing shrub. Hardy to -20°C. 

Red colour of the flower with delicate violet. It is bloomingat the turn of May and June. It is growing strongly, 10-years old shrubs are 180 
cm high and 160 cm wide. Frost hardy to -26 ºC.       
       

VARIETY

Catawbiense Grandiflorum

Flowers pink in buds, white with light- pink tone  after shooting out. Wide, slow growing shrub. Frost resistance -25ºC.

Height 60-180 cm, diameter 60-180cm
digged from the field

white

LARGE RHODODENDRONS IN CONTAINERS

Slow growing variety of Yakushimanum rhododendron. Flowers are pink in buds, light pink with light cream-coloured receptacle after
shooting out.  Frost resistance to -22ºC.

pink

Very slow and dense growing variety with pure white flowers. Light pink in buds. Frost resistance about -24ºC.

 pink

HEIGHT          
[cm]

cream-coloured 

Quite strong growing variety. Compact, dense shrub habit. Pink flowers, brighter inside. There is a big, dark spot on upper
petal of  flowers. Frost resistance  -22ºC.

Dr H.C. Dresselhuys 

FLOWER

Helsinki University brachycarpum -hybr.

CONTAINE
R [l]

This variety retain flowers for a longer period of time; it is resistant to torrid heat. Purple-violet flowers do not become pale under direct 
sunlights. Petals have waved edges, with great olive-green spots. Flowering in the second half of May. Wide, compact habit. Hardy to -
26°C.

Bright pink flowers with the visible tan small stain. He is blooming in the fishing for the May. Straightened height: 10-years old bushes are 
achieving the height 1,5 flat fat, stiff, immune to breaking by the snow Shots. High frost resistance to -39°C.

pink

Yakushimanum rododendron with dense habit and mid-strong growing. Blooms profusely. Flowers slightly waved, pink with big claret
dot.

violet with olive spot

white with purple spot

Cunningham`s White caucasicum-hybr. white

Slow growing, compact shrub with dark green leaves. White flowers appear very early. Frequent blooming in Autumn. Hardy to -21ºC.

white

The variety with white flowers that open in pale lilac. Green-gold spot inside the flower. The flowers (end of May, beginning of June) are
great. Strong, upright and dense growing shrub. Frost hardy of shrub to -27 ºC.

light pink

dark pink

The variety with big oval leaves and impressive dark pink flowers. Blooming in the second half of May. Frost hardy to -20ºC.

dark pink

The variety of Finnish growing with dark pink flowers, with violet hint. Medium growth up to 150 cm. Compact, upright habit.
Very frost hardy to -36°C. Flowering in the second half of May. Plant with 2 or more branches.

PRICE [Eur]

cream-yellow

light violet

red

Standard variety with ruby-red flowers with dark spot on top petal. Compact form, dark green leaves. Very hardy to -28ºC. Blooms
profusely                 in the second half of May.
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dark pink 90 60-110 95-140

90 80-90 120,00

90 60-120

Roseum Elegans  90 80-180 95-360

90 60-120 95-155

90 80-130 95-170

90 70-90 95-110

90 80-110 120-180

pink

Simona - campylocarpum-hybr.

Medium strong growing shrub with great, dark leaves. Great pale cream-pink flowers (mid.May) with dark spot. Waved petal edges.  
Frost resistance to -22ºC.

cream-pink 

Standard variety with pink-lilac flowers (first half of June), medium growing shrub and loose habit. High hardy to -30ºC. 

Dark pink flowers with golden-yellow spot. Fairly strong growth up to 180 cm. Compact shrub habit. Flowering in the half of June.
Hardy to -26°C.

Very big, wide open, pink flowers. Almost white centre of the flower with a big, light brown spot. The most intensively growing variety
of all new ones comparable  to the variety Catawbiense Grandiflorum. Dense plant habit and oval, shiny leaves. Hardy to -30ºC.

Purpureum Grandiflorum

Royal VioletPBR/ Kazimierz Odnowiciel

Royal LilacPBR/ Bolesław Chrobry

Improved Catawb. Grandiflorum with bigger flowers and a bit darker tone. Strong growth, well-shaped. Frost resistance to -30°C.

Pearce`s American Beauty  

Royal Scarlet /Kazimierz Wielki red with yellow-brown spot

P.M.A. Tigerstedt white with brown spot
White flowers with light brown spot. Fairly strong growth up to 150 cm. Very frost hardy up to -36°C. Flowering in the first half of May.

light violet

pink with light brown spot 

Variety of red flowers with a yellow-brown spot. It grows with medium intensity. Shoots are thick, firm and brown-red. Leaves dark green
and elongated. Buds light brown. Frost resistance up to -30ºC.

Purple flowers with a delicate, brown spot. This variety grows intensively and has a dense habit. Elongated leaves, turned up slightly. 
Frost resistance down to -30ºC.

violet with light brown spot
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6,05

5,55

5,15

13,30

13,30

11,85

Anneke
Cannon's Double*
Cecile*
Chanel*
Csardas*         
Doloroso
Feuerwerk*
Gibraltar                                              
Glowing Embers*                                                 
Golden Lights*
Golden Sunset*
Homebush*
Juanita*
Klondyke*
Mandarin Lights*
Nabucco
Northern Hi-Lights*
Oxydol*
Parkfeuer
Persil*                                                     
Rosy Lights*
Sarina*
Satomi*
Schneegold*                                                                                 
Silver Slipper*
Spek's Orange
Sunte Nectarine*
Tunis*

white with yellow spot

white with yellow spot

white with yellow spot

white with yellow spot

red

yellow-creme

dark red

50-70

15/exI+ 70-80

15

salmon-pink

yellow-orange

All shrubs with flower buds

50-70

yellow

pink-white

pink

dark pink

5/exI

CONTAINER [l]

Knapp – Hill, Mollis, Ghent and other strongly growing azaleas.
This is a group of shrubs with fabulously colourful flowers. With their lesser requirements they settle for much worse habitat conditions.
At the age of 10 years they reach the height of 1 – 1,5 m. Splendid enormous flowers with wavy petal edges, orange, red and pink
in colour – these are the characteristics that distinguish the Knapp-Hill azaleas. The other varieties are in no doubt about the same
beauty. They include shrubs with smaller but fragrant flowers or those building wonderful “pompon” inflorescence.

orange

yellow

golden-orange

AZALEAS

dark red

pink

15/exI

yellow

pink-orange

orange

orange

50-70

5exI+ 60-70

5

dark pink

VARIETY PRICE [Eur]HEIGHT [cm]

light pink

pink

30-505/exII

orange

orange-red

15/exII

light orange
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2,90

4,20

čertoryje NOVELTY!
(Brunella x Kroměříž) 

KačinaPBR NOVELTY!

KroměřížPBR NOVELTY!
(Diamant Rot × Profesor Jeršov)

Malá SkálaPBR* NOVELTY!

SalajkaPBR NOVELTY!

SněžkaPBR NOVELTY!

2,50

3,70

6,50

Allotria NOVELTY!

canadense NOVELTY!

Canzonetta
medium strong growth

Cita NOVELTY!

Cream Crest* NOVELTY!
medium strong growth

5/exI 25-35 5

Mid to strong growing semidecidual azalea with nice autumn colouring of leaves. Flowers quite big, 5,5 – 6 cm across, purplish red
with conspicuous markings. Flowers waxy and stable.

Variety with slow growth, shrubs broadly rounded in shape, 30 cm (height) and 60 cm (width) in 10 years. Leaves are glossy, medium
to dark green, in autumn they turn into red shades. Flowers are light purple, 5 cm wide. Flowering time is late April to mid May. Frost
resistance up to -24°C.

purplish red

(Maischnee × Lednice)

17-22

(Čertoryje x Hluboká)

2,5ex/I

Size of flower: x - small,  xx - medium,  xxx - big             

xxx/ carmine-pink

Variety with medium to strong growth, shrubs almost rounded in shape, 80 cm (height) × 100 cm (width)
in 10 years. Leaves are dark green, in autumn they turn into yellow shades. Flowers are pure white, buds and young have yellow tint,
5,5 cm wide.Flowering time is early to mid May. Frost resistance up to -24°C

1/I

white

red

25-30

HEIGHT [cm] CONTAINER [l]

VARIETY

Variety with medium growth, and round habit. After 10 years reaches 65 cm height. Leaves are shiny and dark green - in autumn
they are getting red. Flowers are 4 cm wide and they are red. Frost  resistance up to -24°C.

Variety with medium growth, shrubs almost rounded in shape, 60 cm (height) × 65 cm (width) in 10 years. Leaves are light to medium
green, in autumn they turn into orange and red shades. Flowers are rosy red, 4 cm wide. Bloomimg early May.
Frost resistance up to -24°C.

JAPANESE AZALEAS

New Czech serie of japonica azaleas
Bred in the Czech Republic in the arboretum Pruhonice 

               red

A Czech variety available on the market from 2018. Dense upright habbit. Leaves are elongated, dark green turning into yellow-orange,
and yellow-red in autumn. Flowers dark red up to 5,5 cm wide. The advantage is very long blooming and no fading in the sun.
Blooms in early May.

2,5

2,5ex/l 2,5 20-25

1

PRICE [Eur]

(Diamant Rot × Ledikanense)

light-purple

17-25

VARIETY

xx/ light purple

strong growth

xx/ white

slow growth

xx/ cream

CONTAINER[l] PRICE [Eur]

pink-red

1/I 1

HEIGHT [cm]

(Kermesinum × Profesor Jeršov)

xxx/ pink-red
slow growth
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Diamant Rosa*

Double Beauty* NOVELTY!
medium strong growth

EISPRINZESSIN® NOVELTY!

Elfriede NOVELTY!
medium strong growth

Evita xx/ red NOVELTY!
medium strong growth

Florida NOVELTY!

Fridoline

GEISHA ORANGE
medium strong growth

GEISHA WEIS xx/ white
medium strong growth

Katja
medium strong growth

Kermesina
medium strong growth

Kermesina Alba
medium strong growth

Kermesina Rosé
medium strong growth

Kirstin

Königstein
medium strong growth

Late Love NOVELTY!

Luzi*

Marilee NOVELTY!
medium strong growth

Maruschka

Melina

Michael Hill xx/salmon-pink NOVELTY!
slow growth

Michiko NOVELTY!

Muneira NOVELTY!
medium strong growth

obtusum
medium strong growth

Orlice
medium strong growth

Otava
medium strong growth

PETTITCOAT xx/light pink

medium strong growth

poukhanense
strong growth

Princess Anne*

Rokoko
medium strong growth

xxx/ light red-orange

x/ dark pink

xxx/ red

strong growth
xxx/ white

xx/ white

xxx/ coral

xx/ violet-pink

xxx/ red

medium strong 

xx/ purple-red

slow growth

xx/ pink

xx/ pink

xxx/ purple-pink

xx/ pink-violet

xxx/ dark pink

slow growth

xx/ pink

xx/ pink-white

slow growth
xx/ yellow

xx/salmon-pink

xx/red

slow growth

slow growth

xx/light-violet

xx/ pink

slow growth

xxx/ light red
strong growth

x/ dark pink

xx/ dark pink

slow growth

xxx/ pink, double flowers

xx/ white, double flowers

slow growth
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Rubinetta
medium strong growth

Rubinstern

Schneezwerg NOVELTY!
medium strong growth

Silver Sword xx/red NOVELTY!
medium strong growth

Silvester
medium strong growth

Staccato

Thekla NOVELTY!
medium strong growth

Tornella
medium strong growth

Wee Bee* xx/orange-pink NOVELTY!

2,50

3,70

6,60

Amethyst
Azurika
BLOOMBUX* NOVELTY!

Blue Silver
Coralium* NOVELTY!

Gristede*
impeditum xhybridum*
impeditum xhybridum MINI* NOVELTY!

Krumlov*
Lauretta*

violet

medium strong growth

slow growth

light pink

xxx/ lilac

xxx/ white, double flowers

xxx/ pink-lilac, double flowers

2,5/exI 20-25 2,5

xx/ carmine-pink

dark violet blue

violet-pink

blue

dark blue

CONTAINER [l]

1

xx/ ruby-red

17-22

light violet-pink

5

light violet-pink

VARIETY HEIGHT [cm]

DWARF RHODODENDRON AND IMPEDITUM

PRICE [Eur]

violet

medium strong growth

25-30

1/I

5/exI

xx/ pink

exI- shrubs with flower buds

xx/ ruby-red

light lilac
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1

1

2

2

Elizabeth* 2 NOVELTY!

2

1

Judy 2

1

xloebneri  'Leonard Messel' pink 2

xloebneri  'Merrill' 1

liliflora ' Nigra' 2

xsoulangeana ' Pinkie' 1

Randy
Ricki purple 2 NOVELTY!

1

xloebneri ' Snowdrift' 2

soulangeana 1

Susan* 2

xsoulangeana 'Verbanica' 1

Wada's Memory 2

>200 18,35 19,55

15,20 16,50

white

dark pink

dark pink

white

xsoulangeana ' Rustica Rubra'

light yellow

dark  pink

xsoulangeana  'Alba Superba'

18,35

C10 CONTAINER

Strong growing - 1

40-80

>200

MAGNOLIAS

10,30

white

15,25

PRICE GROUP

80-120

light pink

xsoulangeana  'Amabilis'

Heaven Scent pink-white

red purplish 2

ruby-pink

George Henry Kern*

VARIETY FLOWER

dark pink

11,55

15,85

14,00

12,80

160-200

xsoulangeana  'Lennei Alba' white

white

40-80

120-160

Slow growing - 2

14,00

11,55

120-160

160-200 17,10

GROWTH GROUP

C5 CONTAINER

12,75

13,40 14,60

white

pink-white

light pink

dark pink

15,85 17,10

dark pink

Ann
Betty*

80-120 14,60
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2,5/I 3,40

2,5/II 3,15

5/I 5,25

5/II 4,85

Calypso NOVELTY!

PRICE [Eur]
3,00

2,75

5,15

4,90

4,65

15,10

14,00

20,20

18,65

Chanticleer

Bluetta 

Earliblue                                                                                      

Duke

Spartan*                                                                                 

PuruPBR* NOVELTY!

All our mother microcuttings are proved to be virus-free according to laboratory examination.                        
We conduct genetic comparative tests for variety genuineness. 

Varieties Aurora, Draper and Liberty in 2,5 litre container are offered for plantations only. These varieties are protected by breeders
license which belongs to Michigan State University (Aurora - CPVR 23937, Calypso CPVR 2014/2700, Draper - CPVR 23938,
Liberty - CPVR 23939). Royalty fee is 0,50 EUR not included.

PRICE [Eur]

45-65

60-80

The fruits begin to mature in the second week of July. Good fructification. Growth of plants strong, loose, spherical sort. For good
bearing fruit one should regularly illuminate. Collected into circles, firm, very tasty, covered with the intense
waxy bloom fruits of the diversified size. It fits for the processing as well as to the direct consumption. According to American data
comparable to the Bluecrop variety. In countries of western Europe found at present best, early bearing fruit variety.

Blueberries are available in the following varieties:

5/I   3-years old

Very early and fertile variety. Fruits medium- size, dark violett, very sweet. Bushes medium- size, dense, reach height up to 1,5 m.
Very frostresistant, but because of early blossoming fruiting buds can freeze.

VARIETY                                                                                                                                                      

HEIGHT [cm]ITEM/AGE

2,5/I   2-years old

Aurora, Draper, Liberty, Calypso NOVELTY!
2-years old

3-years old

New variety of Vaccinium corymbosum. Berries mature late , similar to ‘Legacy’. Fruits are big (over 2cm wide), regular in size, slightly 
flattened,firm, with light blue waxy bloom and low acidity . They can be easily stored and transported. Small stem scar. One of the best 
varieties for a large scale production at the moment. 

60-80 5

5/II 3-years old

Strong and wide growth of shrubs. The variety ripening very early – in the beginning of July. Great and medium, very tasty fruits covered
with intensive, blue wax coating The fruits from later crops tend to be tiny. Good point of this variety is abundant fructification
and sufficient hardiness. 

110-130

2,5/II   2-years old

15/II   4-years old

35/II   5-years old

Very fertile variety of average growth strength and upright habit. Fruit - medium size, sweet and sour. One of the earliest maturing
varieties of blueberries with a long period of fruiting. Blooms late, after the Spring frost. 

New Zealand variety cultured with Earliblue and Bluecrop. Dense habit. Fruits are bigger and harder than Earliblue. Medium growing
and fruiting early in the season. Its known for high fertility (6-9 kg per shrub). Requires sunny positions. Completely frost resistant.

CONTAINER [l]

35/I   5-years old

CONTAIN
ER     [l]

15

45-65

80-100

HEIGHT 
[cm]

15/I   4-years old

The fruits begin to mature few days after Earliblue variety. Blooming time is quite late, which reduce the risk of frost damages. Big, dark
blue very tasty fruits covered with wax coating. Vinous sweet greenish flesh. The shrubs grow very strong and are frost hardy.
The variety requires good fertilization.

BLUEBERRY

5/I+   3-years old

VARIETIES PRODUCED UNDER LICENSE

Varieties are presented in order of fruiting time.

The blueberry plants are very well rooted, hardened off and well-branched from the very plant shoot. Bushes are produced

by the micro-cutting method developed in our nursery. Frost hardiness follows Brazelton 2000.

(Vaccinium corymbosum)

2,5

35
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Patriot

Bluejay                                                                                                        

Goldtraube

Bonifacy

Sierra                                                                                            

Bluegold

Chandler                                                                           

Toro

Bluecrop                                                                                                                                               

Legacy

Hardyblue

Bonus

Nelson

Meader

Brigitta                                                                                    

Darrow                                                                                     

Strong growig variety. Spreading schrub habit of elder plants. Quite big, light blue, aromatic fruits gathered in loose clusters. The variety
ripening at similar time as Bluecrop. The berries can be mechanically picked which is one of the best points of this variety. Sufficient frost
and disease hardiness. Requires frequent cutting and watering. Variety resistant to anthracnose.

Australian variety. Strong growth of shrubs. Big, tasty, firm, with high quality fruits. The berries mature late but can be mechanically
picked. Not entirely frost resistant. Possible freezing during the winter in particular on organic soils. Very promising variety, especially
suitable for industrial plantings.Fruit can be stored for a long time in a controlled conditions.

Polish variety. Bears fruit in early August. Delicious mid size blueberry. Sufficient disease hardiness. 

American novelty, very promising in our climate. The shrubs grow 120-180 cm tall, the sprouts are raised. The fruits begin to mature
in the beginning of July. The fruitfulness amounts to 4.5-9 kg / shrub. Great fruits, 49 berries/0.25 l, tasty, with strong skin and high
quality. First berries are manually picked. Later on the berries may be mechanically picked. The fruits from later crops are smaller,
60 berries/0.25 l. This variety grows better on sunny and warm stands, then crops are greater with better quality. They are suitable
for industrial and amateur plantings. Frost hardy to –34°C. It is assumed to be resistant to Phytophtora cinnamomi.

Variety with big tasty fruits. Among novelties this variety has abundant fructification. The shrub grows strongly. Light blue fruits suitable
or immediate consumption and for processing.

Huge, tasty, powder blue fruits about the diameter of 2-3 cm! Good point of this variety is great fructification. Fruits are ripening
successively. The period of bearing fruit lasts from 4 till 6 weeks. It starts at the beginning of July and finishes in the second-half
of August. Some sources are providing the considerably later period of bearing fruits - till the middle of September.
It is not suitable for long keeping and could be easly damaged during transportastion. Straight bushes, well branched. Medium strong
growth, about 150 cm.

Delicious blueberry variety, blooms in mid-summer. Perfect for freezing, does not lose the flavour. The fruit does not paint your mouth.
Grows better when there are a few of them around. Fast growing variety with fruit larger than the average blueberries.

Fruits great and tasty. Among novelties this variety has abundant fructification. The fruits mature few days before 'Bluecrop'.

Very fertile variety of big strong growth, expansive habit and rigid stems. Fruit - very big, tasty, suitable for processing.
It bears fruits in late July and early August. Variety known for a very high-frost resistance - down to -34°C. 

Very fertile, quite late ripening variety, about 1-2 weeks later than 'Bluecrop'. Strong growing shrub with dense habit. Very large, bright,
slightly flattened fruits with an intense aroma, could be easly transported. Variety with high frost-resistance - down to -34°C.

Very fertile variety, maturing at the same time as 'Bluecrop', but one can gather fruits in shorter time. Bushes are high, upright,
spreading, adpated to various types of soils.The fruits are medium size, very tasty, sweet-sour. Variety recommended
for mechanical harvesting. 

The variety ripening later than variety Bluecrop (from the end of July till the middle of August). Great flatted fruits covered with light wax
coating. Compact, vinous-sweet flesh tastes good after ripening. Good point of this variety is great fructification. Fruit ripens gradually
for the long time. There is a danger during cold summers that some fruits will not ripen enough before the autumn slight frosts.

Early variety, classified as weakly growing. Proliferates easily, produces large flat fruit with blue waxy bloom. Recommended for amateur
cultivation.

Strong growth of shrubs up to 160-200 cm. Bally, loose habit. The shrubs with abundant fructification have a tendency to half-opening.
Dark green foliage. Very fruitful variety [4-9 kg per shrub]. Great fruits [65 berries/0.25 l], bally, equal size in clusters, covered with very
intensive wax coating. They are suitable for manual and mechanical picking. Compact, medium fragrant, vinous-sweet, greenish flesh.
Bluecrop is medium early variety, fruit ripening in the middle of July. Good points of this variety are small sensibility to dry weather
and sufficient hardiness (-28°C to -34°C). A bad point is the tendency to very abundant fructification.

Variety with very aromative, big and tasty fruits ripening simoultanously, a few days earlier than 'Bluecrop'. Fruits are placed quite loose
in long bunches, looking similar to bunches of grapes. Very promising variety. Fruits are considered as one of the most tasteful for direct
consumpton. Recommended for plantations and to be mechanicaly harvest.

Strong growing variety with good fructification. Fruits are very big (diameter 2 cm), sweet and tasty.
It bears fruit in the first half of August. Variety known for a very high frost resistance - down to -34°C. 
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Elizabeth                                                                           

Elliott                                                                                                 

Pink Lemoniade*

StarPBR* NOVELTY!

Northland

Putte*

PRICE [Eur]
6,20

5,65

AinoPBR 

AlvarPBR

A variety unique among highbush blueberries, pink fruit color. The shrub grows slowly up to 1.5 m in height. Compact, very dense habit.
Glossy oblong leaves. The fruit is small, sweet and aromatic, in the mature phase it turns dark pink. Late-fruiting variety - end of August
and September. In autumn the leaves turn gold and red. Experience shows that fruiting takes place only after several years

Varieties produced under license: AinoPBR, AlvarPBR, ArtoPBR, JormaPBR    

(Vaccinium angustifolium x Vaccinium corymbosum)

Northblue*

PATIO BLUEBERRIES

Variety valued in west of Europe for late maturing fruit. Found spiciest of varieties. Fruits maturing very profusely. Brown fruits.
Recommended for industrial plantings. In Polish conditions the part of fruits can not reach maturity before slight frost.
Bushes are growing strongly and widely.

Natural hybrid of low-bush and high-bush blueberry. Dwarf variety, reaches 50-70 cm height. Grows in dense and compact bushes.
Fruits are rather small, sweet and very tasty. Perfect for small gardens, it can be also cultivated in containers. 

SOUTHERN HIGHBUSH

HEIGHT [cm]

5/II   3-years old

Semi-dwarf variety. Hybrid of low and high growing blueberry, grows up to 60-120 cm. Dark blue fruit, not too big but very sweet. Grows
well even in not so favourable soil conditions. In view of the shrub’s low requirements and small size, it is particularly suitable for planting
on allotments. Recommended for cultivation in severe climatic conditions. Very high frost resistance. 

HALF-HIGH BLUEBERRY

5

The most important feature of Patio Blueberries is high frost resistance - they can be easily grown on terraces and balconies.
These plants can survive winter in a container if properly protected, however it is recommended to keep them in a cold garage
or basement. Very abundant fructification and compact form - grow up to about 1,5 m high are the unique properties of Patio
Blueberries. The size of fruits differs depending on the variety and ranges from 1 to 1,5 cm. The material in the varieties Aino, Alvar,
Arto, Jorma is offered exclusively and covered by MTT Laukaa breeder's license. The price includes a license fee.

CONTAINER [l]

Good point of this variety is great fructification. Strong and compact growth of bushes. Medium-sized, strongly waxen fruits. It bears fruit
very late, from the half of the August. It can not manage the part fruits to mature on time. In the cold store it is keeping till two months!
After long cooling however fruits are losing the taste. In spite of this fault, very much readily planted in the West. In Polish conditions
it is being still under testing. 

40-50
5/I   3-years old

Half-high blueberry with high frost resistance. Habit thick, compact. Fruits with a mild, sweet taste, aromatic, rich in anthocyanins. Very
fertile. Promising novelty, recommended for amateur planting.

Half-high blueberry with high frost resistance. Early fructification period. Habit of shrub dense, low. Fruits with a mild, sweet taste, very
tasty, rich in anthocyanins. Promising novelty recommended for amateur planting.

North Country*
The shrubs are the smallest in size of all blueberries. Height up to 45-60 cm. Dark-coloured fruit approximates with 1 cm in diameter.
Resistant to low temperatures. Exclusively for amateur cultivation.

Southern highbush variety, perfect for warmer climates (requires a minimum of 400 hours of cooling per year).
Frost resistance up to -18°C. It grows medium-strongly. Its advantage is the simultaneous ripening of all fruits, allowing
to limit the number of harvests. The fruits are big, round, with good hardness. It fruits early. Star is one of the best and most popular
cultivars grown in southern parts of Europe and also in places not exposed to strong frost.

ITEM/AGE

Medium-early variety of half-high blueberry, grows up to 1,2m. Wide, dense shrubs which produces many stems. Very fertile. Medium
size fruits, higly recommended for preserves and baked goods due to the large amount of sugar. Variety is very resistant to frost.

(Vaccinium corymbosum x Vaccinium angustifolium)
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ArtoPBR*

JormaPBR

PRICE [Eur]

2,50

3,70

Runo Bielawskie*

Sanna* NOVELTY!

PRICE [Eur]

2,50

3,70

Corallium*

Macro Hoves*

Pilgrim* ,

Red Star*

Stevens*

1/I

10-15

CONTAINER [l]

1

2,5/I

(Vaccinium vitis-idaea)

Half-high blueberry with high frost resistance. Grows fast, similar to highbush blueberry. Fruits with intense sweet taste, slightly sour,
aromatic, rich in anthocyanins. Promising novelty recommended for amateur planting.

LINGONBERRY

Half-high blueberry with high frost resistance. Yield 2-3 times in a year. Habit erect, growth strong. Fruits with a mild, sweet and sour
taste, rich in anthocyanins. Promising novelty, recommended for cultivation by amateurs.

CRANBERRY

Dutch cultivar variety. Although a small evergreen, it is nevertheless taller than the majority of lingonberries, reaching about 40 cm
height. It forms a wide mostly upright compactly shrub. Fruit are red and very atractive.

Evergreen shrub decorated with plentiful of red, edible fruits.

10-12

HEIGHT [cm]

Variety with bright pink flowers and round, red fruits.  Low, creeping shrub, growth up to 1 m height.

Strong growing, late variety with loose habit. Fruits are big, 2 cm long, oval, bright red, yellow at leafstalk with wax coating.
Plentiful fruiting.   

Lingonberries are available in the following varieties:

ITEM

Fast growing, creeping dwarf-shrub. It has healing properties: antibacterial and probiotic. Plentiful fruiting. Fruits red with diameter                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
1,0-1,5 cm, can be eaten. Small leaves. Requires moisture and acid soil. Is also used as a decorative ground-covering plant.

(Vaccinium macrocarpon)

1/I 20-30 1

2,5/I 30-40 2,5

2,5

ITEM

Medium growing variety. Characterized by plentiful fruiting. Fruits are big, deep red. Makes plenty fruit-shoots.

This lingonberry appears in a forest as a small shrub. Fruits are red. This variety is much more fertile than forest species.

CONTAINER [l]

Slow growing variety with rigid stems and small leaves. Fruits deep red of medium size.

Red Pearl*

HEIGHT [cm]

Strong growing, late variety. Makes plenty, rigid and upward fruit-shoots. Straight and compact habit. Flowers bright pink, fruits red, oval.
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PRICE [Eur]

2,40

4,45

Big Berry*

Korean Big*

Sweet Berry*

PRICE [Eur]

1,55

2,30

2,90

1-17-59*

Aurora*

BLUE HONEYSUCKLE

Borealis K3*
Very fertile Canadian variety of wide-spreading habit. Fruit quite big oval with calebasse form reaching over 2,5 cm length and 1,6 g
weight. Fruit sweet and very tasty (Regarded in Canada and Japan as most delicious blue honeysuckle variety). They are not suitable
for mechanical picking because of its softnes. Fruit ripens in June/July. Very good cultivated with 'Aurora' and 'Honeybee' varieties.
On average this variety yields a crop of 4,5 kg per shrub.

Russian variety of very large, blue fruit, reaching over 3 cm length and 2 g weight. Elongated shape, covered with wax coating. Sweet
and sour taste. Low susceptibility to shedding. They are not suitable for mechanical picking because of its medium hardness. Fruit
ripens in June/July. Dense form, medium growth strength - reaching to 1,7 m height. Very good cultivated with 'Vostorg' variety.
On average this variety yields a crop of 3,1 kg per shrub.

Docz Velikana*

2,5/I

One of the most popular varieties of Goji berry; of big, oval fruits reaching 1,5-2 cm in length, sweet taste and an orange-red colour. The
plants bear fruits at a very young age. The fruit ripen from August to October. Leaves - light green, lanceolate, of length
about 6-10 cm. Habit - dense; stems delicate and limp. 

Variety of big, sweet juicy fruit and light red colour, reaching 2-2,5 cm long. The shrubs start fruiting at the age of 2-3 years.
They ripen from August to October. Leaves of this variety are oval, of length 5-8 cm, light green and limp stems. 

Bakczarskaja Jubilejnaja*

GOJI BERRY

Russian variety of very large shrub, reaching over 2 cm length, with a sweet and sour taste, and long lasting. Variety of very high frost
resistance. On average this variety yields a crop of 2 kg per shrub.

Variety of big orange-red oval fruit, reaching 1,5-2 cm long, sweet taste with a hint of bitterness. After drying, loses the bitter taste.
Ripen from August to October. Leaves - light green, oblong, of length 6-10 cm. Habit - dense; stems - limp. 

HEIGHT [cm]

35-45

ITEM

5/I 30-40 5

25-30 1

CONTAINER [l]

Blue Honeysuckle is a fruity shrub native to north-eastern Asia. It is growing in popularity due to its health benefits and taste.
Fruits are blue, oblong, sweet-sour, 2-4 cm long, covered with wax coating. High fertility obtained 2-3 kg of fruit from one shrub.
For good fruiting you should plant at least 2 varieties side by side. First fruits can be eaten in May. The shrub has a high resistance
to drought and extremely high frost resistance – over 40ºC. Due to its low growth requirements and early fruiting,
it is a promising alternative to American blueberry.

New Big*

Wolfberry, populary known as goji berry, is a fruiting shrub of the nightshade family that produces small, oblong, red, edible fruit about
2 cm long, often a bitter-sweet taste and after drying, sweet and sour. Goji berries are considered
as one of the healthiest fruits in the world. For thousands of years the healing properties of Goji berries have been used in traditional
Chinese and Japanese medicine. It's fruting at the end of Summer (August-September). Stems covered with thorns, leaves lanceolate,
oblong, with a length of up to 10cm, grows to about 1-3 m high. High frostresistance up to -30°C. It needs permeable soil,
of a pH of neutral to slightly alkaline.

1/l

ITEM HEIGHT [cm] CONTAINER [l]

(Lycium barbarum)

30-40 2,5

5/I

Russian variety of quite large fruits reaching over 2 cm length, and 1,4 g weight. Fruits with a mild, sweet and sour taste. Oval elongated
fruits with a rounded tips. It bears fruit in mid-June. Gathered in rich clusters. The advantage of this variety is fruiting on a very young
age, and similar size of all fruits.On average this variety yields a crop of 3,5 kg per shrub.

5

Variety of big, very sweet, oval fruit with a light red colour, reaching about 1,55 cm in length. Ripening takes place in Summer and lasts
to the first frost. Leaves - oval, of length 5-8 cm, light green and limp stems. 

(Lonicera caerulea var.kamtschatica)

Wojtek,Zojka 1/I

Canadian very fertile variety of very large fruit, reaching over 3 cm length and 2 g weight. Fruit sweet, aromatic in shape of pear. Fruit
ripens in June/July. Upright habit, strong growth strength. Very good polinator cultivated with 'Borealis', 'Tundra' and 'Indygo Gem'
varieties. They are suitable for mechanical picking. On average this variety yields a crop of 5 kg per shrub.

25-30 1
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Variety
Fruit's
taste

Fruit's size
Fruit's 
shape

Fruiting 
time

Growth
Fruit's 

dropping
Yield (scale 1-5)

1-17-59 sweet, a bit bitter 2 cm oval early dense, compact very low 2

Amfora* sourish 2 cm oval early
very dense, 

compact
low 2-3

Atut sweet-sour 2,5 cm oval, elongated ealy to medium dense, compact low 4

Aurora sweet 3 cm bottle- shaped medium to late strong, upright
strongly attached 

fruits 5

Bakczarskaja 
Jubilejnaja

sweet- sour, fresh 2 cm oval, elongated medium
medium- strong, 

wide 
strongly attached 

fruits 3,5

Bakczarskij Velikan sweet- sour, sourish 4 cm cylindrical, oblong medium strong, wide medium 2,5

Blue Velvet sweet- sour, without bitterness 1,5-2 cm oval,full late low, dense
strongly attached 

fruits 4

Borealis K3 sweet, very tasty 2,5 cm oval,full medium to late loose, wide
strongly attached 

fruits 4,5

Czelabinka sweet- sour, little bitterness 2-2,5 cm oval, full  early to late medium low 3

Docz Velikana sweet-sour 3 cm  oblong medium to late dense, compact
strongly attached 

fruits 3,1

Duet sweet, little bitterness 1,5 cm oval early to late low, dense
strongly attached 

fruits 5

Gordost Bakczara sweet-sour, without bitterness 4,5 cm spindle-shaped medium to late medium, wide very low 3,2

Honeybee wine flavour 2,5 cm cylindrical late medium
strongly attached 

fruits 4

Indigo Gem sweet, a bit bitter 2,5 cm oval, elongated medium medium
strongly attached 

fruits 4

Jugana sweet-sour 3 cm oval medium
wide, dense, 

compact
strongly attached 

fruits 3,5

Klon 44 very tasty, sweet-sour 2,5 cm spindle-shaped early medium, dense
strongly attached 

fruits 4,5

KRZ 3 WATRA sourish, very tasty 2 cm boottle- shaped, 
round

early loose, strong medium 4-5

Lebeduska very sweet, wihout bitterness 1,2-1,5 cm oval early medium low 1-2

Leningradzki Velikan sweet, a bit bitter 1,5 - 2 cm oval early dense, compact low 1-2

Morena sourish, without bitterness 2 cm elongated ealry medium low 2-3

Nimfa sweet 1,5 cm oval, irregular early medium
strongly attached 

fruits 1

Rebeka a bit bitter, a bit sour 2 cm very big, oval, full late dense, compact
strongly attached 

fruits 4

Roksana sourish, without bitterness 2,5 cm irregular, barrel- 
shaped

early medium medium 3

Silgnika sweet, very tasty 3 cm oval, sharp-edged 
shape

medium
medium- strong, 

dense
high 2,5

Siniczka sweet-sour, without bitterness 2 cm bottle- shaped very early medium low 4-5

Sinij Utes* sweet-sour 3 cm bottle- shaped early medium
strongly attached 

fruits 3,2

Sinogłaska sour- bitter 1,2-1,5 cm oval early dense, compact medium 3

Streżewczanka sweet-sour 2,5 cm spindle-shaped mid-early strong
strongly attached 

fruits 2,5

T3 sweet- sour, without bitterness 2,5 cm bottle- shaped early dense, compact low 5

T5 sourish, tasty 2 cm bottle- shaped early medium very low 4

Tundra K3 sweet, a bit bitter 2,5 cm oval, full medium medium
strongly attached 

fruits 4

Vostrog very sweet, wihout bitterness 2,5 cm spindle-shaped medium strong, loose medium 4

Wojtek sweet-sour, without bitterness 2 cm boottle- shaped early medium very low 4

Wołoszebnica sweet 1,5 cm oval early
medium, 
compact

low 3

Zojka very sweet, wihout bitterness 1,5 cm barrel-shaped, 
round

early loose, strong
strongly attached 

fruits 4

Gordost Baczkara*

Honeybee*

Russian variety of very oblong, spindle-shaped fruits, reaching up to 4,5 cm length and 1,3 g weight. Sweet and sour taste without
bitterness, suitable for dessert consumption. Fruit covered with a wax coating. Could be easily transported. Fruit ripens in June/July. Low
susceptibility to shedding. Wide-spreading habit, medium growth strength - reaching to 1,6 m height. On average this variety
yields a crop of 3,2 kg per shrub.

This variety was selected to be a pollinator for 'Boreallis', 'Tundra' and 'Indygo Gem'. Russian very fertile variety, starts fruiting at an early
age. Fruits cylindrical, very big - reaching over 2,5 cm length and 2 g weight. This variety ripens in late June or early July but fruits could
stay on the bush longer than most other varieties - even until August! They are not suitable for mechanical picking. Fruits very tasty with
slight bitterness and characteristic wine flavour. Variety resistant to diseases (mildew). On average this variety yields a crop of 4 kg per
shrub.
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KRZ3 Watra*

Rebeka*

Siniczka*

T3*

T5*

Wojtek*

Very fertile, early ripenning polish variety. Medium strong growing shrub. Fruits sweet- sour, barrel- shaped, more than 2 cm high.
This variety was selected in Skierniewice with high suitability for plantations. Spindle-shaped fruits, big, light blue, reaching 2,5 cm length
and 1,6 g weight. Fruits bigger and darker than 'Wojtek' variety. Delicious, sweet and sour taste. Could be easily transported.
Suitable for mechanical picking. The sugar content revealed in tests is 13°-18°Bx (above average among blue honeysuckle varieties).
Very good cultivated with 'Wojtek' and 'Zojka' varieties. Ripens in mid of June. On average this variety yields a crop of 4,5 kg per shrub.

Very fertile, Canadian variety of blue honeysuckle. Fruit of medium size, oval shape reaching up to 2,5 cm length and 1,3 g weight. Fruits
sweet with slight bitterness, aromatic, ripen in June. Very good cultivated with 'Aurora' and 'Honeybee' varieties. On average this variety
yields a crop of 4 kg per shrub.

Jugana*

A variety with dark blue, bulky, barrel-shape fruits, about 3 cm long. Valuable plant because of the very tasty and very healthy fruits.
Good polinator for zojka as well as for other varietes. Yields a crop of 4 kg per shrub.

This very early fruiting variety has blue fruits of 1 cm diameter and 2,5-3 cm lenght. Fruits are very tasty with a sweet and sour flavour.
Plant grows up to 1,5 m. For better fructification 2 different varieties should be planted together. Yields a crop of 4 kg per shrub.

Russian variety of big fruits (1,6 - 2,8 g), wide spindle-shaped fruits with strong wax coating. Very gentle, sweet and sour taste. Fruits are
hard thanks to which they are transport tolerant. Ripens in first half of June. Grows strong into a bush up to 180 cm. Loose form. Very
good cultivated with 'Docz' Velikana' and 'Jugana' varieties. On average this variety yields a crop of 2,5 kg per shrub.

Canadian variety recommended for plantations, suitable for mechanical harvesting.  Fruits are firm and hard. One of the tastiest variety 
of blue honeysuckle. Fruit of medium size, oval, reaching up to 2,5 cm long and 1,5 g weight. Ripens in second half of June. If its fertility 
is confirmed in polish conditions, it will be one of the best variety for plantations. On average this variety yields a crop of 4 kg per shrub.

Morena - good pollinator*

Ingigo Gem* 

Russian variety of quite big fruits, oval shape with blunt ends, reaching 2,5-3 cm length and 1,8 g weight. All fruits of similar size, bluish
with a strong waxy coating. Sweet and sour taste. Good for deep freezing. Ripens in June. Low susceptibility to shedding.
Fruits could stay on the bush longer than most other varieties. Wide-spreading, dense habit - reaching to 1,5 m height and 1,9 wide.
Very good cultivated with 'Docz' Velikana'' and 'Vostorg' varieties. On average this variety yields a crop of 3,5 kg per shrub.

Quite a strong growing variety. Fruit - big, oblong, slightly acidic, tasty. Habit - dense, stocky. Stem - rigid and upright. Leaves - intense
green, oval. Yields a crop of 4,5 kg per shrub.

Variety with a very nice, compact habit and high growth strength. Leaves - oval, a bit smaller than the T3 variety, dark green colour.
Fruit - big, tasty, barrel-shaped, covered in wax coating. Yields a crop of 4 kg per shrub.

Strong growing variety of blue honeysuckle with a large tasty fruit covered by a delicate wax coating. Distinguished by a dense, upright
habit. Leaves - lanceolate, slightly rolled up. Yields a crop of 4,5 kg per shrub.

Zojka-good pollinator*

Rusian variety of very good taste, sweet, extremely juicy and aromatic fruits reaching over 3 cm length, 1,4 g weight and 1,5 cm wide.
Oval and sharp-edged shape of fruit, covered by a strong wax coating. Medium growth strength and dense habit. On average this variety
\yields a crop of 2,5 kg per shrub.

Very fertile, Russian variety of blue honeysuckle. Upright habit, dense, medium growth strength. Fruit - very big, oval, with a wax coating,
of sweet and sour taste and blue colour. Fruits in May. Good polinator. Yields a crop of 2,5 kg per shrub. 

Variety of medium growth strength and erect habit, growing up to 1,5 m in height. Fruit - big, sweet and sour, very aromatic,
with a wax coating. Ripens at the end of May. Yields a crop of 4,5 kg per shrub.

Silginka*

Tundra K3*

Vostorg*

Very early fruiting variety. Fruits are delicious with sweet flavour, barrel-shaped, very big up to 4 cm in lenght, navy blue.
Yields a crop of 4,5 kg per shrub.

Klon 44* 
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PRICE [Eur]

5,35

30-40 4,90

5,90

6,90

7,20

140-160 7,70

8,15

 

Amelanchier lamarckii*

2,5/I

2,5/II

40-50

Serviceberry is a kind of fruit-bearing shrub belonging to the family Rosaceae, naturally growing in the areas of North America.
Due to the taste and health qualities of the fruits as well as the decorative look of the shrubs throughout the year, they are very popular
in Canada and are becoming a promising novelty in European countries. Fruits are mild in taste, sweet, purple and dark blue.
It's fruting from mid-June to mid-July. Habit loose, upright. Reaches about 2-5m in height depending on variety. The shrub is completely
resistant to frost.

Very tasteful, but a bit sour variety recommended for a dessert conumption. Fruits are dark navy with wax sediment. Very fruitful,
lately fruit-breeding and strong growth - reaches 4-5 m height. 

Amelanchier alnifolia  'Mandam'*
Russian variety of serviceberry with na hight frost-resistance and delicious, juicy and sweet fruits, recommended for a dessert
consumption. It breed fruits at the turn of June and July. It reaches up to 2,5 -3,0 m height.

100-120

120-140

160-180

5

Amelanchier alnifolia  'Krasnojarskaja'*

Amelanchier alnifolia  'Northline'*

5/I

60-80

SERVICEBERRY

Amelanchier alnifolia  'Sleyt'*

ITEM HEIGHT [cm]

Amelanchier alnifolia  'Thiessen'*

It is selection of Canadian variety 'Thiessen' seedling, standing out because of its regular fruition. Dark navy, flavourful fruits
are gathered in loose bunches. Variety recommended to be grown for fruit sale as well as for individual needs. Machine-harvesting
is possible.

Canadian cultivar variety with large fruit, about the diameter 1,3 cm. In the Spring time serviceberry blooms generously with white
flowers. Sweet flavorful, violet-blue fruit in great abundance - about 8 kg from the shrub.

Amelanchier alnifolia  'Smoky'*

Amelanchier alnifolia  'Honeywood'*

Fruit-bearing shrubs, belonging to the family Rosaceae, naturally occurring in North America. In the spring time serviceberry blooms
generously with delicate white flowers, in the summer gives mild in flavor, sweet, purple and dark blue fruit.
Resistant to pests and diseases. It has low cultivation requirements, prefers permeable soil with a pH slightly acidic to neutral.

2,5

(Amelanchier)

Very fruitful and regullary fruit-breeding Canadian variety of serviceberry. Fruits are quite big, up to 16 mm, dark navy, gathered
in bunch, unusually flavourful. This variety is recommended to be consumed as a dessert. It grows evenly.

Amelanchier alnifolia  'Martin'*

Early variety of serviceberry, which has violet fruits with wax sediment. Because of its good taste, it can be consumed as a dessert
as well as it can be used to make preserves. It bears fruits in June. Slow growing variety, reaching up to 2,5 m height. It blooms white
in April and May, forming a decorative, dense treetop.

Very early variety of serviceberry, which has navy, sweet and juicy fruits. Grown especially because of its fruit and decorative
adventages. Fruits can be consumed as a dessert as well as they can be used to make preserves. It bears fruits succesively,
staring in June.'Thiessen' is a strong growth variety, reaching up to 5 m height. In springtime, darkgreen leaves contrast to white flowers,
which appear very abundant.

CONTAINER [l]

Very fruitful Canadian variety of serviceberry with a big, dark navy, globular fruits reaching up to 16 mm in diameter. One of the most
delicious varieties, recommended to be grown for fruit sale as well as for individual needs. Shrubs start fruiting very early and evenly.
Fruits are burst-proof. Good for machine-harvesting.
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ITEM A                                      
very strong 

growing

B                           
strong 

growing

C 
medium 
growing

D                      
slow 

growing

E                               
very slow 
growing

20-30 cm 9,80 10,30 10,80

30-40 cm 9,80 10,30 10,80 11,85

40-60 cm 9,80 10,30 10,80 11,85 12,90

60-80 cm 10,30 10,80 11,85 12,90

80-100 cm 10,80 11,85 12,90

100-120 cm 11,85 12,90

120+ cm 12,90 13,90

ITEM A                                      
very strong 

growing

B                           
strong 

growing

C 
medium 
growing

D                      
slow 

growing

E                               
very slow 
growing

40-60 cm 12,90 14,45 15,45

60-80 cm 12,90 14,45 15,45 18,00

80-100 cm 12,85 14,45 15,45 18,00 20,60

100-120 cm 14,45 15,45 18,00 20,60

120-140 cm 15,45 18,00 20,60

140-160 cm 18,00 20,60

160-180 cm 20,60

180+ cm 23,20

ITEM STEM 
HEIGHT 

[cm]

Pa 40 40

Pa 60 60

Pa 80 80

Pa 100 100

Pa 40 40

Pa 60 60

ABIES Price group

C

D

B

D

C

D

D

Pa C

C

E

D

D

D

Pa E

D

D

Abies concolor 'Violacea'

15,95

Abies cephalonica ' Meyer`s Dwarf'

Abies koreana 'Tundra'*

Abies concolor 'Glauca' NOVELTY!

BONSAI
15

26,45

Abies koreana 'Silver Star'

Abies lasiocarpa 'Argentea'

CONIFERS GRAFTED AND GRAFTED ON STEM

Abies koreana  'Blue Emperor'

Abies lasiocarpa  'Compacta' 

23,20

Abies concolor 'Hexe'

Abies koreana 'Silberlocke'

13,40

Abies koreana ' Silvermavers'

NOVELTY!

13,90

Abies concolor 'Wintergold'

CONIFERS C15

CONTAINER [l]

GRAFTED ON STEM

5

Abies koreana  'Luminetta'

CONIFERS C5

Abies concolor 'Compacta' 

23,20

23,20

Abies delavayi 'Green Giant' 

13,90
13,90

23,20

Pa - stem height for varieties grafted on stem

26,45

18,65

PRICE [Eur]

21,30

21,30

Abies koreana  'Blue Standard'
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B

C

C

D

C

D

C

B

D

A

C

B

Pa

D

Pa

Pa E

Pa B

B

D

Pa

D

Pa D

C

D

Pa

Pa

D

C

Picea polita C

Pa D

C

Pa C

C

C

B

Pa C

Pa B

C

C

C

C

C

C

B

Pa

PICEA

Abies procera 'Glauca'

Picea abies 'Cranstonii'

Picea pungens 'Glauca Colorado'

Picea pungens 'Iseli Foxtail'

Picea abies  'Inversa' 

Picea  xmariorika 'Machala'

Picea abies 'Will's Zwerg'

Picea pungens  'Glauca Compacta'

Picea pungens  'Oldenburg' 

Picea omorika 'Pevé Tijn'

Picea orientalis 'Fasty Gold'

Picea pungens 'Jeddeloh'
Picea pungens 'Maigold' 
Picea pungens 'Moerheim'

Picea pungens 'Edith'
Picea pungens 'Blue Trinket'

Picea pungens 'Hoopsii'

Picea abies  'Formanek' 

Picea sitchensis 'Tenas'

Picea abies  'Norrkoping'

Picea abies 'Hystrix'

Picea orientalis ' Aurea'

Picea pungens 'Vuyk' 

Picea pungens  'Białobok'

Picea glauca 'Eagle Rock'

Picea abies  'Pygmaea'

Picea pungens 'Iseli Fastigiate'

Abies pinsapo 'Horstmann' 
Abies pinsapo 'Glauca' 

Picea abies 'Cupressina' 

Abies nordmanniana 'Aurea'

Picea abies 'Frohburg'

Abies nordmanniana 'Szmit'

Abies nordmanniana

Picea abies  'Finedonensis'

Picea abies  'Końca'

Picea abies 'Goblin' 

Abies veitchii

Abies nordmanniana 'Kolumnowa'

Abies xarnoldiana ' Jan Pawel II' 

Picea omorika  'Nana'

Picea likiangensis var. balfouriana

Picea pungens 'Blue Mountain'

Picea pungens 'Erich Frahm'
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HEIGHT A  very strong 
growing

B strong 
growing

C med. 
growing

D slow 
growing

E very 
slow 

growing

20-30 cm 9,,80 10,30 10,80

30-40 cm 9,80 10,30 10,80 11,85

40-60 cm 9,80 10,30 10,80 11,85 12,90

60-80 cm 10,30 10,80 11,85 12,90

80-100 cm 10,80 11,85 12,90

100-120 cm 11,85 12,90

120+ cm 12,90 13,90

HEIGHT A  very strong 
growing

B strong 
growing

C med. 
growing

D slow 
growing

E very 
slow 

growing

40-60 cm 12,90 14,45 15,45

60-80 cm 12,90 14,45 15,45 18,00

80-100 cm 12,90 14,45 15,45 18,00 20,60

100-120 cm 14,45 15,45 18,00 20,60

120-140 cm 15,45 18,00 20,60

140-160 cm 18,00 20,60

160-180 cm 20,60

180+ cm 23,20

HEIGHT STEM 
HEIGHT 

Pa 40 40

Pa 60 60

Pa 80 80

Pa 100 100

Pa 40 40

Pa 60 60

Pa 80 80

Pinus armandi B

C

Pa C

Pa D

Pa D

Pa D

D

C

C

D

C

Pa D

Pa E

Pa D

Pa D

Pa D

D

Pa D

Pa D

Pa D

Pa D

Pa D

Pa

Pa D

CONIFERS C5

13,90
13,90

13,90

CONIFERS C15

23,20
23,20

23,20
23,20

GRAFTED ON STEM
CONTAINER [l] PRICE [Eur]

Pa - stem height for varieties grafted on stem

5

13,40

15,95

18,65

21,30

15

21,30

Pinus densiflora 'Compacta' *

Pinus mugo  'Kransford' * NOVELTY! 

Pinus mugo  'Kobold' *

26,45

26,45

Pinus heldreichii 'Dark Green Ball' *

Pinus mugo 'Frank' *

Pinus mugo 'Benjamin' *

Pinus mugo 'Fructata' *

Pinus heldreichii  'Malinki'

Pinus mugo 'Hexe'
Pinus mugo  'Humpy' *

Pinus mugo 'Allgäu' *

Pinus mugo 'Compacta' *

Pinus contorta ' Anna Aurea' *

Pinus densiflora ' Jane Kluis'
Pinus densiflora ' Low Glow'

Pinus mugo  'Lilliput'

Pinus heldreichii 'Nana'

Pinus heldreichii 'Compact Gem' *

Pinus heldreichii  'Satellit' *

Pinus mugo  'Cartsen' *

Pinus densiflora  'Umbraculifera'       

Pinus mugo 'Grüne Welle' *
Pinus mugo 'Gnom' *
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Pa E

Pa

D

Pa

Pa

C

Pa D

Pa D

Pa D

Pa D

D

C

C

C

C

C

B

B

C

Pa C

Pa C

Pa C

C

B

B

C

PRICE [Eur]

10,25

12,15

17,90

10,30

12,65

14,50

Pinus mugo ' Scherwood Compact' * NOVELTY!

Pinus mugo ' Uncinata Compacta' *
Pinus mugo var.pumilo

Pinus sylvestris ' Chantry Blue' * NOVELTY!

Pinus parviflora 'Negishi' *

(Larix)

Pinus wallichiana*

Pinus mugo ' Peterle' *

Pinus nigra 'Hornibrookiana' *

 Larch

Pinus nigra  'Globe' *

HEIGHT CONTAINER [l]

Pinus sylvestris 'Watereri' *

Pinus sylvestris 'Aurea' *

Pinus mugo 'Mops' *

Pinus mugo 'Winter Gold' *

Pinus nigra  'Obelisk' *

Pinus mugo  'Ophir' *

Pa 40

Pa 60

Pinus nigra  'Brepo' *

Pinus sylvestris 'Globosa Viridis' *

Pinus nigra  'Komet' *

NOVELTY!

Pinus nigra 'Spielberg' *

Pinus mugo 'Varella'

Pinus sylvestris 'Skjak'

Pinus sylvestris 'Xawery'

Pinus mugo 'Pal Maleter' *

Pinus pumila 'Säntis'

Larix kaempferi ' Stiff Weeper' *

Pa 80

Larix kaempferi ' Susterseel' *

Pa - stem height for varieties grafted on stem

Pa 60 60

80

STEM HEIGHT [cm]

60

80

Pinus sylvestris ' Białogon' 

Pinus xschwerinii 'Wiethorst' *

Pa 160 160

5

Pa 80

40

Larix kaempferi ' Grey Pearl' 

10

Larix kaempferi  'Blue Dwarf' *
Larix kaempferi  'Blue Rabbit' 

Pinus thunbergii  'Ogon' *
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Price [Eur]

5,90

6,30

7,45

8,70

8,85

9,80

10,90

13,30

14,45

8,40

12,15

13,40

14,40

15,85

Price [Eur]

2,05

2,60

4,15

6,20

Price [Eur]

3,50

3,90

4,45

5,15

6,80

7,40

8,15

8,85

Metasequoia glyptostroboides 'Matthaei Broom' *

(Metasequoia)

100-120
5

100-120

7,5/10/15

120-140

200-220

140-160

160-180

Syringa

Betula pendula 'Dalecarlica' *
Betula pendula 'Purpurea' *
Betula pendula 'Royal Frost'  *
Betula pendula  'Schneverdinger Goldbirke' *

Container [cm]

<100
2

>100

Betula pendula 'Youngii' *

5

Syringa vulgaris 'Pamięć o Wawilowie' *

<100
5

Height [cm]

10/15

100-120

Variety Container [cm]Height [cm]

80-100

 'White Spot'; 'Matthaei Broom'

Betula

20-40 2,5

40-80

40-60

60-80

80-100

120-140

10/15

Syringa vulgaris 'Sensation' *

Syringa vulgaris 'Katherine Havemeyer' *

Syringa vulgaris 'Znamya Lenina' *

80-100

5

>100

Syringa vulgaris 'Krasavitsa Moskvy' *

Syringa vulgaris 'Charles Joly' *

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS

100-120

 'Goldrush'

120-140

Variety

Syringa vulgaris 'Miss Ellen Willmott' *

Dawn redwood

Container [cm]

Metasequoia glyptostroboides 'Goldrush' *

140-160

Height [cm]

160-180

Variety

220-240

180-200

180-200

Metasequoia glyptostroboides 'White Spot' *
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Price [Eur]

7,00

7,60

8,15

8,75

9,40

Price [Eur]

6,40

8,15

9,40

Price [Eur]

10,50

13,10

15,35

18,10

20,50

15,35

18,10

20,50

23,00

Acer pseudoplatanus 'Reymont'

Acer negundo 'Flamingo' *

NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!

Acer negundo 'Kelly`s Gold' *
Acer negundo 'Variegatum' 
Acer planatoides 'Crimson Gold' *

NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!Acer campestre ' Pulverulentum'

Container [cm]

NOVELTY!

180-200

Acer campestre 'Postelense' *

140-160

Container [cm]

100-120

120-140

Acer pseudoplatanus ' Brilliantissimum' NOVELTY!

Carpinus

160-180

Acer pseudoplatanus ' Simon-Louis Frères'

140-160

Carpinus betulus 'Fastigiata'

140-160

180-200

200-220

160-180

Variety Container [cm]

2,5

5
Castanea

100-120

Castanea sativa*

80-100

Height [cm]

60-80

180-200

5

120-140

Variety Height [cm]

Acer campestre 'Ruby Lace' *

160-180

Variety Height [cm]

5

Acer

200-220

10
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Price [Eur]

9,25

10,50

11,65

12,75

14,00

11,65

13,40

14,00

15,15

16,30

17,50

18,65

21,50

13,20

15,45

17,70

20,15

22,40

Price [Eur]

6,10

7,20

8,35

9,80

10,90

Malus 'Profusion'
Malus 'Royalty'

Price [Eur]

8,55

9,70

10,90

12,15

13,40

14,50

Variety Height [cm] Container [cm]

Malus Prunus 5

<140

140-160

160-180

180-200

200-220

Prunus serrulata 'Kanzan'
Prunus serrulata 'Royal Burgundy'

180-200

160-180

Sorbus ' Apricot Queen'

Sorbus aucuparia ' Rose Glow' 

7,5/10

Fagus sylvatica ' Black Swan' *

Fagus sylvatica ' Franken' *

60-80

Fagus sylvatica  'Purple Fountain' *

NOVELTY!

160-180

Fagus sylvatica  'Tricolor' * 5

Fagus sylvatica  'Dawyck Purple' 

Fagus sylvatica  'Zlatia' 

Fagus sylvatica 'Asplenifolia' 

Height [cm]

80-100

160-180

Fagus sylvatica  'Pendula' 

180-200

100-120

100-120

200-220

Fagus sylvatica  'Rohan Weeping'

120-140

Fagus sylvatica  'Red Obelisk' *

NOVELTY!

NOVELTY!

100-120

120-140

140-160

80-100

Sorbus

Sorbus ' Joseph Rock'

100-120

120-140

140-160

Fagus sylvatica  'Incisa' 

Fagus sylvatica  'Riversii'

Fagus sylvatica  'Dawyck Gold' 

Variety Height [cm] Container [cm]

120-140

5

140-160

140-160

Variety

5

Fagus

60-80

80-100

Container [cm]

Sorbus aucuparia ' Autumn Spire' PBR Flanrock

240-260
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Price [Eur]

9,30

10,50

11,65

12,80

14,00

Ulmus xhollandica 'Wredei'*

Price [Eur]

8,20

8,20

8,20

8,20

7,20

8,20

8,20

Cornus florida 6,55

5,70

5,60

5,60

5,60

7,50

8,00

9,10

3,10

6,30

8,20

12,80

14,00

7,75

VARIETY

5 50-60 15,10

NOVELTY! Pa60

Pa 80

Pa 80

Chaenomeles  xsuperba  'Orange Trail' Pa 80

60-80

Pa 80 5

5

5Cotinus coggygria 'Purpureus' * 20-40

Cotinus coggygria 'Rubrifolius' 40-60 5

Cotoneaster nanshan  'Boer' 
Pa 60 5

80-100

Elaeagnus multiflora               
60-80 5

100-120 5
Frangula alnus ' Asplenifolia'

80-100 5

Exochorda 'The Bride' 50-60 15

Height [cm] Container [cm]

Ulmus

60-80

5

80-100

100-120

120-140

140-160

Ulmus glabra 'Lutescens'
Ulmus minor 'Argenteovariegata'
Ulmus pumila 'Aurea'

NOVELTY!

5

Chaenomeles speciosa ' Nivalis' 5

Chaenomeles  xsuperba 'Crimson and Gold'

Sorbus xarnoldiana ' Coral Beauty' 
Sorbus  ' Red Tip'

Pa 80

2,5

Pa 80

100-120

Euonymus alatus 'Nanus' 5

40-60

Corylus colurna 60-80

5

5

Elaeagnus commutata 5

Container [cm]

OTHER ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS

Variety

Height [cm]

Chaenomeles  speciosa  'Yukigoten'

Variety

Chaenomeles  'Friesdorfer 205'

Sorbus koehneana
Sorbus meinichii

5

Chaenomeles speciosa ' Orange Storm'

Chaenomeles  xsuperba  'Nicoline'

Pa 80 5

5

Cotinus coggygria 'Royal Purple' 5

Hydrangea macrophylla 'Diva Fiore ' PBR pink/violet/blue

5

NOVELTY FOR THE COOLER CLIMATE!

HYDRANGEA MACROPHYLLA ‘DIVA FIORE’ PBR

Novelties by German breeder Katrin Meinl that are suitable for cooler climate.

These hydrangeas are one of the most beautiful flowers which are carried in bunches at the end of steams. Colour of the flowers can be:
pink, violet or blue. This variety is very healthy and winter hardy, reblooming every year in polish climate. Characteristic feature
of Hydrangea macrophylla 'Diva Fiore' is continuosly new blossoming from June to November. Sturdy branches and compact growth
habit, reliably blooms on every shoot. Because this hydrangea is wonderfully uncomplicated and need low maintenance it is suited for
gardens as well as containers on patios and balconies. Exact colour depends upon the acidity or alkalinity off the soil. To acid the soil we
can use aluminum or ammonium sulphate. To increase alkalinity - calcium. 

FLOWER CONTAINE
R [l]

HEIGHT 
[cm]

PRICE [Eur]

Pa 80
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Price [Eur]

6,30

Price [Eur]

5,80

13,40

16,15

17,95

20,00

21,15

8,00

8,25

8,65

Hydrangea paniculata 'HPOPR013' CANDLELIGHT
Hydrangea paniculata 'Vlasveld 02' CONFETTIPBR

Hydrangea paniculata 'Rendia' DIAMANT ROUGEPBR

Hydrangea paniculata 'Ren101' DIAMANTINOPBR

Hydrangea paniculata 'HPOPR018' EARLY HARRYPBR

Hydrangea paniculata 'Levana'PBR

Hydrangea paniculata 'LC NO5' LIVING SUMMER SNOWPBR

Hydrangea paniculata 'Little Lime'® 'Jane'

Hydrangea paniculata 'LC NO4' LIVING TOUCH OF PINKPBR

Hydrangea paniculata 'Bokraflame' MAGICAL CANDLEPBR

Hydrangea paniculata 'Kolmamon' MAGICAL MONT BLANC

Hydrangea paniculata ' Renba' FRAISE MELBAPBR

Hydrangea paniculata ' Silver Dolar'

Hydrangea paniculata  'Rensun' SUNDAE FRAISEPBR

Hydrangea paniculata ' Tardiva'

Ginkgo biloba 'Californian Sunset'

Variety Height [cm]

Hydrangea paniculata ' PIIHPI' BABY LACEPBR

Hydrangea paniculata  'Renhy' VANILLE FRAISEPBR

Container [cm]

40-50 5

Ginkgo biloba  'Beijing Gold' 

180-200

80-100

Pa 40

Container [cm]

Ginkgo biloba 'Tremonia'

5

10140-160

160-180

Hydrangea paniculata ' Polar Bear' PBR

Hydrangea paniculata 'IIovobo 'BOBOPBR

Hydrangea paniculata ' Bombshell' PBR

Hydrangea paniculata 'Pink Diamond'

Ginkgo biloba  'Baldi' 

Height [cm]Variety

Ginkgo biloba 'Anny`s Dwarf' 

20-40

Hydrangea paniculata 'Grandiflora'

Hydrangea paniculata 'Limelight'PBR

Pa - stem height for varieties grafted on stem

120-140

Ginkgo biloba

Ginkgo biloba 'Mariken' 

Ginkgo biloba  'Troll'  

Pa 80

Ginkgo biloba

5Pa 60

Variety specified
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2,25

4,00

TYPE

AB rambler rose

Anna rambler rose

Arthur Bell rambler rose

Athena tea rose

Belle Ange rambler rose

Bicolette rambler rose

Blue Rambler climbing rose

Bonica climbing rose

tea rose

CAP HORN tea rose

tea rose

Criterion tea rose

Desse tea rose

bedding rose

F.J Grootendorst park rose

Flammentanz climbing rose

Francois Juranville climbing rose

Fresia rambler rose

Fulgurante tea rose

Golden Showers climbing rose

Hanne tea rose

Hommage a Barbara tea rose

Iceberg climbing rose

Jan bedding rose

Jan Speak tea rose

Julia park rose

climbing rose

Lila Wunder park rose

Louise Odier climbing rose

Mushimara climbing rose

New Dawn climbing rose

Paul's Scarlet Climber climbing rose

tea rose

tea rose

Queen Elizabeth tea rose

Rumba rambler rose

Schneewitchen park rose

Sika tea rose

Sympathie climbing rose

Tenerife tea rose

The Fairy bedding rose

rambler rose

Troika tea rose

Violet Perfume climbing rose

rambler rose

2/I

5/I

VARIETY           COLOUR

pinkNOVELTY !

light pink

creamy-pink

red

violet

yellow

white

Rosa
2

5

Pink Peace

violet

pink

red

pink

orange

red

yellow

red-orange-white

dark pink

red

white

red

dark red

Lidka

Burgund

Fairy Dance

Chopin

Peace

Tom Tom

CONTAINER [l]ITEM

salmon-pink

yellow

red

dark-pink

pink-white

pink

red

red

rose apricoat

pink

red-yellow

red

VARIETY

white

Westerland

tea

orange

yellow

pink

PRICE [Eur]

violet

amaranth

dark-red

pink

yellow-orange

white

purple

light pink

ROSES IN CONTAINERS

40


